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ABSTRACT 
This work contains 4 topics dealing with the properties of the 
luminescence from Ge. 
The temperature, pump-power and time dependences of the photo-
luminescence spectra of Li-, As-, Ga-, and Sb-doped Ge crystals were 
studied. For impurity concentrations less than about 1o15cm-3, emis-
sions due to electron-hole droplets can clearly be identified. For 
impurity concentrations on the order of lo16cm-3, the broad lines in 
the spectra, which have previously been attributed to the emission from 
the electron-hole-droplet, were found to possess pump-power and time 
dependent line shape. These properties show that these broad lines can-
not be due to emission of electron-hole-droplets alone. We interpret 
these lines to be due to a combination of emissions from (1} electron-
hole-droplets, (2} broadened multiexciton complexes, (3) broadened 
bound-exciton, and (4) plasma of electrons and holes. The properties 
of the electron-hole-droplet in As-doped Ge were shown to agree with 
theoretical predictions. 
The time dependences of the luminescence intensities of the 
electron-hole-droplet in pure and doped Ge were investigated at 2 and 
4.2°K. The decay of the electron-hole-droplet in pure Ge at 4.2°K 
was found to be pump-power dependent and too slow to be explained by 
the widely accepted model due to Pokrovskii and Hensel et ~· Detailed 
study of the decay of the electron-hole-droplets in doped Ge were 
carried out for the first time, and we find no evidence of evaporation 
of excitons by electro11 11ole-droplets at 4.2°K. This doped Ge result 
is unexplained by the model of Pokrovskii and Hensel et ~· It is 
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shown that a model based on a cloud of e l ectron-hole-droplets generated 
in the crysta l and incorporating (1) exciton flow among electron-hole-
droplets in the cloud and (2) exciton diffusion away from the cloud is 
capable of expla i ning the observed results. 
It is shown that impurities, i ntroduced during device fabrication, 
can l ead to the previously reported differences of the spectra of 
laser-excited high-purity Ge and el ectrica ll y excited Ge double injec-
tion devices . By properly choosing the device geometry so as to 
minimize this Li contamination, it i s shown that the Li concentration 
in doubl e injection devices may be reduced to less than about lo15cm-3 
and electrically excited l uminescence spectra similar to the photo-
luminescence spectra of pure Ge may be produced. This proves conclu-
sively that electron-hole-droplets may be created in double injection 
devices by electrical excitation. 
The ratio of the LA- to TO-phonon-assisted luminescence intensi-
ties of the electron-hole-droplet is demonstrated to be equal to the 
high temperature limit of the same ratio of the exciton forGe . This 
result gives one confidence to determine simi l ar ratios for the 
electron- hole-droplet from the corresronding exciton ratio in semi-
conductors in which the ratio for the electron-hole-dropl et cannot 
be determined (e.g., Si and GaP). Knowing the value of this ratio 
for the electron-hole-droplet, one can obtain accurate values of 
many parameters of the el ectron-hole-droplet in these semiconductors 
spectroscopically. 
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Chapter l 
INTRODUCTION 
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I. EACKGROUND 
It is well known that an electron and a hole in a pure semicon-
ductor crystal, through their mutual Coulomb attraction, can form a 
bound pair . This bound pair can move about in the semiconductor and is 
called a free-exciton (FE) or simply an exciton. The binding energy of 
an exciton relative to a free pair of electron and hole depends upon 
the effective masses of the electron and the hole as well as the di-
electric constant of the semiconductor and is usually between l and 20 
meV. At low temperatures , the thermal energy of the carriers is less 
than the binding energy of the exciton and a large fraction of the 
carriers are bound into excitons.(l} In 1968 Keldysh( 2) suggested the 
existence of a highly correlated and high-density plasma phase of 
electron-hole pairs. Each electron (hole} in this plasma sees on the 
average more positive (negative) charge than a corresponding electron 
(hole) bound in the exciton. The resulting reduction in the potential 
energy may outweigh the gain in the kinetic energy whi ch arises from 
the close packing of fermions. This highly correlated, high-density 
phase of electron-hole pairs is called the electron-hole liquid. 
Theoreti ca l calculations taking into account the band structure of the 
semiconductors show that the electron-hole liquid i s indeed more favor-
able energetically than the "excitonic gas" phase for a number of semi-
conductors, among them are Ge, Si( 3), GaP, CdS, ZnS, and AgBr(4). 
Figure shows the band structure of an indirect semiconductor (Ge). 
Electrons and holes are typically generated far away in k-space from 
the extrema of the conduction and valence bands. Carrier -phonon 
interact ion tends to drive the electrons towards the bottom of the 
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Figure 1 
The band structure of Ge . A typical excitation 
of an e l ectr on- hol e pair by a photon is shown 
by the vertical line . The dashed l ines sche-
matically illustrate the thermalization of the 
e xcited carriers via phonon scattering; in a c -
tuality, many phonons may be needed to relax 
the carriers compl etely. The extremum points 
of the bands are labelled a ccording to the ir-
reducible representations of the spa ce group M~K 
The splitting between the rt and rj states is 
0 . 29 eV. If spin is negl ected, then the sym-
metry of the conduction ba nd minimum is L1 • 
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conduction band and the holes towards the top of the valence band. 
The carrier-phonon scattering time is about a nanosecond(S) and is 
much shorter than the lifetin1e of the carriers in indirect semiduc-
tors (usually on the order of microseconds). Thus, the carriers can 
thermalize and the relative concentration of excitonic gas and electron-
hole liquid can be deduced from thermodynamic considerations. As for 
any gas-liquid system, one expects to find a first-order phase transi-
tion with a cr itical point for the excitonic-gas-electron-hole-liquid 
system. The equilibrium points of the excitonic gas and electron-hole 
liquid should follow the universal, classical gas-liquid phase 
diagram( 6) as shown in Figure 2. If the temperature of the semi-
conductor is held constant and below the critica l temperature, and the 
concentration of electrons and holes is increased, the horizontal line 
labelled as (a) is traced out. At low injection densities, only 
excitons are formed. The exciton concentration increases with in-
crease of injection density until the density on the coexistence curve 
is attained . Then, the exciton density is fixed on the coexistence 
curve while droplets of electron-hole liquid begin to form. Further 
increases in the injection density result in increases in the frac-
tional volume of the crystal occupied by the electron-hole-droplets 
(EHD) at constant liquid and gas density. At extremely high injection 
levels (which ~re practically hard to attain), part of the crystal may 
be completely filled with electron-hole liquid. A vertical line such 
as the one labelled (b) can be traced out by keeping constant injection 
density while changing the temperature of the semiconductor. Below the 
critical temperature, the e l ectron-hole system spontaneously separates 
1.0 
~ 
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Figure 2 . The classical, universal 
gas - liqu ; I phase diagram 
( f'ront KKtKD<~fDerence 5) 
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into a low density excitonic gas phase and droplets of electron-hole 
liquid. 
Radiative recombination of electrons and holes in the EHD occurs 
at different characteristic energies from that of the FE. Although 
features in the photoluminescence spectrum of Ge due to the EHD were 
observed as early as 1966 by Haynes(?), correct interpretation of these 
features was first given by Pokrovskii and Svistunova( 8) in 1970. Since 
the electron-hole condensation phenomenon is a fundamental aspect of 
carrier behavior in semiconductors, it has received considerable at-
tention since 1970 and much information about the EHD, particularly in 
Ge( 9), has been gathered. 
Phonon assistance i s required for the radiative recombination of 
electrons and holes in indirect semiconductors . Usually several dif-
ferent phonons can provide the necessary crystal momentum so that the 
luminescence spectrum contains several phonon-assisted EHD and FE lines. 
The observed EHD line can be fs~ied to a s i mp l e theoretical lineshape 
for the EHD to yield the binding energy of an el ectron-hole pair in the 
liquid relative to the free exc iton and the density of electron-hole 
pairs in the liquid(lO). Both the binding energy and the pair density 
show a quadratic dependence on temperature, indicating that carriers in 
the EHD can be described as two inter-penetrating Fermi-liquids (lO). 
Excitons lose their identity when they are in the EHD. The liquid s ide 
of the phase diagram can be determined by studying the lumines cence 
line of EHD's as a function of temperature(l1) . The lifetime of the EHD 
and the FE may be determined by looking at their decay as a function of 
time following the tur.ning- off of excitation( 12) . 
8 
Since the liquid density is high, the regions of the semiconduc-
tor occupied by EHD's have slightly different index of refraction than 
the rest of the crystal. Thus, infrared light passing through the 
crystal is both absorbed and scattered by the EHD's. The radius of 
the EHD can be deduced from the light scattering pattern while the EHD 
concentration can be estimated from the magnitude of the light absorp-
tion(13). Results of lightscattering experiments have provided direct 
confirmation of the existence of EHD's. 
When droplets are generated near a junction in a semiconductor, 
they can drift into the junction and be pulled apart by the large built-
in electric field there. The break-up of individual drop-
lets can be observed as current-noise spikes. Such experiments have 
shown that the number of electron-hole pairs in a droplet in Ge is 
106 to 1 o8 ( 14) 
Some of the measured properties of the EHD in Ge and Si are listed 
in Table I. 
Most studies of the EHO to date have been on high-purity Ge 
crystals, i.e., impurity concentrationsless than 1o14cm-3. In this way, 
the electron- hole liquid can be studied with minimal complication from 
impurities. llowever, a knowledge of the influence of impurities on the 
behavior of the excited electrons and holes in doped crystals would be 
interesting and important for three reasons. First, only a few semi-
conductors can be grown with high purity at present. By studying the 
effect of impuriti~on the carrier behavior in a controlled manner in Ge, 
one obtains a basis for understanding the behavior of electrons and 
holes generated in semiconductors whose impurity content cannot be 
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reduced to an insignificant level at present. Second, by examining 
how the properties of the electron-hole system change with impurity 
concentration, one can extrapolate back to pure Ge and gain informa-
tion for pure Ge. Third, deliberately doped sem iconductors play cen-
tral roles in devices today. Properties of e l ectrons and holes in-
jected into doped semiconductors are, therefore, of practical interest. 
II. OUTLINE OF THESIS AND SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS 
In Chapter 2, the results of an investigation of the photo-
luminescence spectra of Li-, As-, Ga-, and Sb-doped Ge are reported. 
The temperature, time, and pump- power dependences of these spectra were 
studied. We found that imrurity-induced emissions are quite noticeable 
in the doped Ge spectra. For impurity concentrations of less than 
about lo16cm-3 , the line due to electron-hole-droplets can easily be 
identified and little impurity effect on this line is observed. ForGe 
with impurity concentrations between 1016 and lo17cm-3 , we found that 
the broad lines in the spectra, which have similar shape to the EHD line 
and have been interpreted to be due to EIID emission previously(l 4), are 
in fact due to two or more em i ss ion processes. One of these processes 
is probably emission from the EHD, the others are impurity- induced. We 
found that the phonon-as s i sted lines of Ge:As are least affected by the 
impurity-induced emissions. We interpret these lines to be mostly due 
to EHD emission. Analyses of their line shapes yielded the pair 
density of the EHD and the work function of a pair in the liquid phase 
relative to a pair in the gas phase. Both the pair density and the 
work function of the EHD decrease linearly with 1mpurity concentration 
l l 
and are in quantitative agreement with theoretical ca lcul ations. 
Exam ination of possible causes of the impuri ty-induced emissions shows 
at least three possibilities: broadened multiexciton complexes (several 
excitons bound to one neutral impurity), broadened bound-exciton and 
plasma emissions. 
The decay of the EHD luminescence intensity following the turn - off 
of excitation has been the su bject of a number of studies(l 2). The 
results of these studies hdve all been interpreted in terms of a model 
whi ch views each droplet as bei ng isolated from all other droplets. 
Although this model can explain many experimental observations, there 
were inconsistencies between the various reports. It is shown in 
Chapter 3 that these inconsistencies are due to the different excita-
tion powers used by the different investigators. The previously accep-
ted model is shown to be incapable of expl aining these inconsistencies. 
Detailed study of the decay transients in doped Ge were carr i ed out 
for the first time and the results we obtained were also not expl ainable 
in terms of the accepted model. A more detailed though still somewhat 
idealized model is presented. This model explains the experimental 
results for both pure and doped Ge. 
In Chapter 4, the results of a study of electri cally excited 
luminescence spectra from Ge double injection diodes are reported. 
Earli er studies( 16) of double injection devices had shown that the 
spectra from these diodes differ from the photoluminescence spectra in 
severa l respects. We show that double injection diodes used in the 
earlier studies were contaminated by Li. By choos ing device geometry 
so that Li contamination is minimized, we are able to produce double 
12 
injection spectra similar to photo-excited luminescence spectra. 
In Chapter 5, we report the determination of the relative inten-
sities of the LA- and TO-phonon-assisted luminescence lines of the ex-
citon and the electron- hole-droplets,yE(T) and yEHD' respectively. 
The predictions of Smith and McGill(l?) on the values of these relative 
intensity ratios have been explicitly verified. This allows one to 
determine yEHD from yE(T) in many semiconductors in which yEHD cannot 
be determined directly. In the case of Si and GaP, accurate line-fits 
of the droplet line, which can yield many useful parameters for the 
electron-hole liquid in these semiconductors, is not possible without 
the value of yEHD. 
SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS 
Chapter 2: 
l. Extensive data on the photoluminescence spectra of doped -Ge 
were obtained. The dopants studied were Li, As, Ga and Sb. These data 
included temperature and pump-power dependences of the spectra and time-
resolved spectra. 
2. Many possible processes which may contribute to these spectra 
were considered. The processes that are likely to contribute to the 
spectra in view of our data include emission from (a) EHD, (b) broad-
ened multiexciton complexes, (c) broadened bound-excitons, and (d) 
pla sma of electrons and hol es . 
3. The LA-phonon-ass isted emission of Ge:As was found to be 
dominated by emissions from EHD's. Analyses of this line yielded den-
sities and work fun ct ions of the EHD in doped Ge which are in agreement 
13 
with theoretical calculations. 
Chapter 3: 
1. Decays of the photoluminescence intensities of the EHD of pure 
and doped Ge were studied at 2 and 4.2°K. 
2. These data show conclusively the inadequacy of a widely ac-
cepted model of the decay of EHD's. 
3. A new model is proposed which explains the data. 
Chapter 4: 
It is demonstrated that EHD's can be created electrically in a 
double injection diode when the impurity concentration in the active 
volume of the diode is kept to less than about lo15cm-3. 
Chapter 5: 
It is demonstrated for Ge that the ratio of the I.A- to TO-phonon-
assisted intensities of the EIID lines can be obtained from the same 
ratio for the exciton at high temperatures. This fact is useful for 
determining properties of the EHD in a number of other semiconductors. 
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III. DROPLET LUMINESCENCE LINE SHAPE 
In examining the luminescence spectra from Ge, frequent references 
will be made to the line shape of the electron-hole-droplet. Therefore, 
a brief discussion of the thoeretical EHD line shape will first be 
given. 
A simple model for the EHD luminescence line shape which works well 
was proposed by Pokrovskii(lB). In this model, it is assumed that the 
carrier-carrier interaction inside an EHD results only in a uniform 
reduction of the band gap. Thus, in the macroscopic volumes of the Ge 
I 
crystal occupied by EHD' s,the band gap is E , which is sma ller than g 
the band gap Eg of unexcited Ge. This reduction in the energy gap is 
illustrated in Figure 3(a). Electrons and holes in the EHD are treated 
as being free, except that they are confined by the edge of the EHD. 
Since the thermalization timeswithin the conduction and valence bands 
are very short compared to the recombination time , the electrons and 
holes in the EHD can separately be characterized by Fermi - Dirac dis-
tributions with quasi-Fermi levels b~ and b ~K The situation depicted 
in Figure 3 i s for the temperature of absolute zero. In this case, 
the electrons occupy all conduction band level s up to E: and no 
levels above b~; and a corresponding di stribution appliesfor the holes . 
The carrier distribution in momentum-space forms the basi s for 
the model of EHD luminescence line shape, as illustrated in Figure 3{b). 
For s implicity, only the band extrema occupied by carriers, viz., the 
conduction band minimum at the L-po int or the (111) zone-edge and the 
valence band maximum at the r- point or the zone-center, are shown. 
Each electron can recombine with any hole with the assistance of a 
E t 
E 
1.5 
LUMINESCENCE MODEL 
FOR 
ELECTRON-HOLE LIQUID 
EHD 
CONDUCTION BAND 
~n=~==l I 1 
. Ei r ~~r-- [- ~ ~-~ --- -1 
VALENCE BAND 
- <a) X 
llwph . · k2. 
* . ~~----- ~ 
···. . ----- - EF ftl_____ -rr- + 
. I I I 
hv I E9 
(b) 
Figure 3 
( a ) Schemattc illustrat i on of ener gy l evel s of a drople t 
in real. space. 
( b ) Schematic ill ustration of electron- h ole distribution 
of a dropl et in k - space . A typical. recombination 
transit i on of an electron- hole pair i s shown. 
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suitable phonon to provide for crystal momentum conservation. The 
shape of each phonon-assisted droplet line is given by 
E I -+ -+ 12 I(hv) --+ -+ f (e: )fh( e:h) M(k ,k. ,v h) k k. e e e -n p 
e•-n 
( 1 ) 
-+ -+ 
· O(E' + E: + Eh - hV h(k ,k. )-hv) g e p e n 
In Eqn. (1), l(hv) is the intensity of the EHD luminescence line at 
photon energy hv, te E~hF and £e (8 h) are respectively the eleLLron 
(hole) momentum and energy as defined in Figure 4(b), M(Je,kh,vph) is 
the matrix element for the phonon-assisted transition, and v is the ph 
frequency of the momentum-conserving phonon. The occupation probabi-
lity fe( e:e) of the electron state at energy e:e is 
f ( £ ) 
e e 
1 
( 2 ) 
where k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the absolute temperature. The 
probability of occupation of the hole states is given by Eqn. (2) with 
and £~ replaced by e: h and h For Ge (and similar arguments work £e £F. 
for other semiconductors as well), e:~ and e: ~ are""3 meV and k~ and k ~ 
are - 10-2 G, where G i s the width of the Brillouin zone in the ( 111 ) 
direction. These small kF ' s allow two simplifications of Eqn. (1) to 
be made . The different phonons required to conserve momentum for re-
combination have a momentum spread of at most k~+k~ and, therefore, 
are never far from the L-point zone-edge. Thus, hvph can be taken to 
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be a constant and equal to the L-point phonon energy. For the same 
reason, the k-independent part of the matrix element for the transition 
is the dominant part of that matrix so that M(ke,kh,vph) can be taken 
to be a constant. The expression for I(hv) then reduces to 
' 
o (Eg + £e + £h - hvph - h v ). (3) 
-+ -+ 
In Eqn. {3) we have also replaced the sum over ke and kh in Eqn. {1) by 
integrals over the electron and hole densities of states, pe( £e) and 
ph( £h), which are taken to vary as £!/2 and £~/OI respectively. 
It is clear from Figure 3{b) that the lowest energy photon emitted 
by a pair in the EHD results from recombination of an electron at the 
bottom of the conduction band and a hole at the top of the valence band. 
At zero temperature the highest energy photons emitted in recombination 
come from electrons and holes at their respective Fermi level s . Thus, 
e h the EHD linewidth is a strong function of £F+£F. Since the Fermi 
energ i es are determined by electron and hole densities, the EHD line-
width can be used to obtain the pair density in an EHD. At finite 
temperatures, the carrier distributions are smeared out near the 
Fermi energies . This smearing affectsthe linewidth s lightly but at 
the same time allows one to determine the temperature of the carriers 
by fitting the high-energy edge of the EHD line. 
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the theory with an experimental 
EHD line of high-purity Ge(lg). It can be seen that the two curves 
18 
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agree very well. The slight discrepancy at the low-energy edge of the 
line is due perhaps to two-phonon processes or recombinations which 
result in an excited droplet. 
One can estimate the pressure exerted by the excitonic gas on an 
EHD by putting the density of excitons from the phase diagram(ll) into 
th .... ideal-gas equation. One finds from this calculation that the ex-
citonic pressure on a droplet is always very small so that experi-
mentally one cannot access the finite-pressure region of the complete 
(density vs. temperature vs. pressure) phase diagram. In other words, 
the projection of the complete phase diagram onto the zero-pressure 
plane, such as the one s hown in Figure 2, i s sufficient to describe the 
electron-hole gas-liquid system. The droplet density or linewidth 
is completely determined at any given temperature by the "reduced" 
phase diagram as shown in Fig. 2. Above the EHD formation threshold, 
change of excitation intensity merely results in a change in the total 
volume of the liquid at constant liquid density if the temperature of 
the semi conductor i s held constant. Similarly, when droplets are al-
lowed to decay by turning off the excitation, the droplets decay at 
constant density until they get so small that the surface energy be-
comes sign ificant. One would expect then that the droplet line shape 
would not change during decay. The fact that the droplet line shape 
should be independent of excitation and time is indeed observed for 
pure Ge. This fact provides a convenient criterion for determining 
if doped Ge spectra include emission from droplets. 
20 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The study of electron-hole droplets (EHD) in Ge and Si has received 
considerable attention in recent years( 1). In relatively pure Ge with 
impurity concentration Ni ~ lol4cm-3, the existence of EHD have been 
demonstrated by light scattering( 2) and junction noise(3) experiments. 
In Ge with Ni - lol5cm-3, no light scattering results are available but 
junction noise experiments strongly suggest that EHD do exist(4). Below 
l0°K,photoluminescence spectra of moderate-heavily doped Ge (we mean by 
moderately heavy doping impurity concentration of lol6_lol 7cm-3 in this 
thesis) are dominated by a broad line whose shape and position are 
nearly the same as those of the EHD line in pure Ge. This led the early 
investigators( 5, 6) to suggest that EHD do form in heavily doped Ge. 
Also, the decay lifetimes of the EHD in heavily doped Ge:As and Ge:Sb 
were found to be shorter than the lifetime of EHD in pure Ge(7). In 
As- and P-doped Ge, a broad line in addition to the usual phonon-
assisted lines was observed. This line is similar to the EHD line and 
is located where EHD recombination without phonon assistance is expected. 
This line wa s attributed to recombination from EHD with the impurity 
atoms taking up the "excess momentum"( 6,7}. 
An unusua 1 property of the "EHD" 1 i ne in moderate-heavily doped 
Ge is its pump-power-dependent line shape, first reported by Novikov 
et al( 6). While the line was essentially identical to that of the EHD 
in pure Ge at high pump powers , it shifted towards higher energy and 
became narrower at lower pump powers. They attributed thi s to the 
formation at low pump powers of small droplet s for whi ch the surface 
energy contribution i s observable . Extensive invest igations of the 
24 
line shape versus pump power were carried out by Martin and Sauer( 8). 
They reported that with increasing excitation power, the EHD line 
broadened on both the low- and high-energy s ide . The full width at 
half maximum (FWHM) of the line varied smoothly with pump power, 
exceeding that of the EHD line in pure Ge at suffi ciently high pump 
powers. Martin and Sauer offered Novikov's explanation for the 
behavior at low pump powers and Martin suggested(9) that the results 
at high pump powers are due to a complete filling of part of the doped 
Ge sample with the electron-hole liquid. One difficulty with this 
interpretation, noted by Martin and Sauer, is that one would expect 
to see a range of pump powers for which normal size droplets are created 
but without sample filling. The FWHM of the line for this pump-power 
range shou ld be independent of excitation. This prediction is not 
observed experimenta lly . 
Karuzskii et ~EllF have studied the luminescence decay and 
magneto-oscillation behavior of the LA-phonon-assisted and the no-phonon 
"EHD" lines (henceforth referred to as the LA and NP lines, respec-
tively) in Ge:As. They found very different results for the two lines. 
They suggested that the LA line i s due to the EHD while the NP line is 
possibly due to emissions from "multiexciton complexes" which are 
thought to be objects composed of a single neutral-impurity and many 
bound excitons( ll). 
Theoretical cal culations( 12 •13 ) of the properties of the EHD in 
doped Ge have been reported by severa l authors. These theories predict 
only slight modifications of the pair density and binding energy of a 
droplet for doping concentration between 1015 and lo17cm-3. However 
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due to the unexplained pump-power dependence of the EHD-like line in 
doped Ge, no unambiguous comparison of theory with experiment exists. 
On the whole, the understanding of the spectra in moderate-heavily 
doped Ge is rather poor. 
In this chapter, we present comprehensive experimental data which 
suggest that the broad EHD-like line in moderate-heavily doped Ge are 
in fact the result of two or more spectroscopically unresolved emis-
sions. Since the temperature, pump-power and time dependences of these 
processes differ, their sum has a complicated behavior. The phonon-
assisted lines in Ge:As were found to have very little contributions 
from impurity-induced emissions below 4.2°K. We interpret these lines 
to be due mainly to EHD emissions. Fitting the theoretical line shape 
to these lines yielded pair densities and binding energies of the EIID 
as functions of impurity concentration which are in agreement with 
theoretical predictions. Possible origins of the impurity-induced 
emissions will be discussed. 
I I. EXPERIMENT 
(a) Samples 
The pure Ge samples used in this study were of ultra-high purity. 
The net shallow impurity concentrations in these samples, INA-ND I , 
were less than about 1o11 cm-3. The pure as well as some of the doped 
Ge samples were obtained from the General Electric Research 
Laboratories( 14 ). Other doped Ge samples were purchased from the 
Nucleonic Products Co. (lS). Samples from these two sources were found 
to yield in general longer carrier lifetimes than samples from a few 
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other sources and are probably the best obtainable today. 
To minimize heating of the samples by the excitation pulses, large 
slices of Ge were cut for use as samples. The areas of these slices 
ranged between 75 to 500 mm2. It was also necessary to minimize the 
effect of the backsurface, i.e., the surface opposite to the excited 
one, on the excited carriers. To this end, 2 mm was chosen to be the 
minimum sample thickness. It will be shown later that a 2 mm separa-
tion between the excited surface and the backsurface suffices to 
eliminate any effect of the backsurface on the excited electrons and 
holes. The surfaces of the samples that were to be excited were pre-
pared by successive lapping with 40; 15; and R-~m alumina grits fol-
lowed by a mechano-chemical polish. To minimize further surface 
damage, they were then lightly etched in a 5:1 HN03:HF solution. Prior 
to each experiment they were rinsed with methanol and dried. The other 
surfaces of the samples were simply lapped and etched. 
The Li-doped Ge samples were made by diffusing Li into high-purity 
Ge crystals E~ 5 mm thick). The diffusions were carried out at 350°C 
for about 30 min. Differential resistivity measurements(16,17) on 
samples so prepared showed that there is a dead layer at the surface 
about 100 ~m thick. Below the dead l ayer is a 400 ~m layer in which 
the Li concentration decreases from 6Xlo16 to 2.5Xlo1em-3. Beneath 
this layer the doping profile is exponential with the doping level 
dropping about one decade per 200 ~mK Figure 1 shows the differential 
resi stivity data. Following the diffusion, the samples were lapped 
with R-~m grits to remove the heavily pitted dead layer created by 
the Li-diffusion process. They were then etched in a 3:1 HN03:HF 
27 
Figure 1 
Results of differential resistivity measuremen·ts 
of Li-doped Ge. Lithium diffusion was carri ed out 
at 350°C f or about 30 minutes. The cir cles a r e 
the sheet r esistivity data ve r su s distance from 
the surface . The triangles are the carrier con-
centrations obtained from the sheet resistivities 
using the standard procedure ( see r e f erences 16 
and 17). 
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solution and photoluminescence measurements were performed on the doped 
side. The lapping, etching and measurement steps were repeated several 
times to cover the range of concentration of Li at the surface of 
5.5Xlo16 to 5Xlo14cm- 3. 
(b) Experimental Apparatus 
A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus used is shown in 
Figure 2. Photo-excitation wa s provided by RCA SG2007 GaAs laser diodes. 
Although these diodes have a nominal maximum pulse width of 2 ~sec I they 
can be driven with current pulses as long as 100 ~sec at reduced currents 
without noticeable degradation. The sample under study was mechanically 
attached to a copper sample-holder block, and the laser is mounted a 
few mm's perpendicularly above the sample's flat face. The sample 
holder was then placed in s ide a Janis variable-temperature dewar. 
Temperatures above 4.2°K were achieved with heated He-vapor regulated 
by an Artronix model 5301 temperature-controller. Below 4.2°K, a vacuum 
regulated liquid He bath was used for cooli ng. Temperature drift during 
the recording of a single spectrum wa s typically less than 5%. A cali-
brated Ge-sensor in contact with or in close proximity to the sample 
was used to monitor the temperature. 
The recombination radiation from the illuminated face of the 
sample was coll ected and focused by two l enses onto the entrance slit 
of a Spex 1400- II grating spectrometer . The l ens combination has a 
magnification factor of three. The maximum slit opening on our Spex 
0 
is 3 mm which al lowed, at most, radiation within a 30 A (1.2 meV) band-
width and emergi ng from a 1-mm strip from the sample surface to be 
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collected. The output from the spectrometer was focused onto the 
detector with an elliptical mirror. An InAs photovoltaic detector 
operated at either dry-ice or liquid-N2 temperatures was used. The 
InAs detector output was fed through a current amplifier to either a 
lock-in amplifier or a boxcar integrator. The processed signal was 
recorded on a strip chart recorder. 
The outputs of the lasers used were calibrated at 5°K using a 
calibrated Si-photodiode. The laser spot on the sample was about 1 mm 
in diameter as determined with an infrared image converter. The spot 
size varied somewhat depending on the sample thickness. Laser powers 
quoted in this study have not been corrected for reflection losses at 
the surfaces of the Ge samples. (This loss is about 36% per surface.) 
Since the risetime of GaAs laser (- 10 nsec) is much shorter than our 
detection system response time, measurement of the GaAs laser p11lse 
yields the risetime of our detection system. The 0-90% respon se time 
wa s less than 5 ~sec and was independent of the light level incident 
upon the detector for the range of light levels involved here. 
Time-resolved spectra were measured using a boxcar integrator 
with a gate width of 2 ~secK Throughout thi s chapter we will define 
the delay time, t, to be the time between the beginning of the current 
pul se through the GaAs laser and the leading edge of the boxcar gate 
pulse. 
Luminescence-scan measurements were done by imaging a poli shed 
face of the sample onto the entrance slit of the spectrometer and 
translating the sample. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
(a) Ge:Li 
32 
Figure 3 shows the photoluminescence spectra at various tempera-
tures of Li-doped samples along with spectra from a pure sample. The 
spectra presented in this section are not time resolved. 
In Figure 3(a), the spectrum of pure Ge at 4.2°K shows the well 
known(ll) LA-phonon-assi sted EHD and free exciton (FE) lines at 708.6 
and 713.2 meV, respectively. The TO-phonon-assisted replica of the FE 
and EHD (not shown) lines appear at about 8 meV below their respective 
LA lines. As the temperature is raised above 4.2°K, the intens ity of 
the EHD line drops quickly so that at 6°K, which is close to the 
critical temperature of the electron-hole liquid(l8), the FE signal 
dominates the spectrum. The LA- and TO-phonon-assisted FE lines are 
easily discernible at 50°K though not fully resolvable. The shift of 
the peak of the line to lower energy at 50°K i s due to a reduct ion of 
t he energy gap at that high temperature(lg). 
The spectra from the sample with a concentration of Li of 
5Xl014cm- 3 at the surface, Figure 3(b), show essentially the same 
features as those from the high-purity Ge. In particular, the EHD line 
shape and position at 4.2°K are identical to those in the high-purity 
Ge. At 6°K, a shoulder is seen at the low-energy edge of the FE line. 
It is unlikely that thi s s houlder is due to EHD for two reasons. First, 
the peak of the EHD line at 6° K is at approximately 709.4 mev(l 8), as 
indicated by the arrow on the 6°K spectrum in Figure 3(b). Even if 
some correc tion i s made for the apparent peak-shift due to the inter-
ference of the strong FE line, the shoulder is peaked at too high an 
33 
Figure 3 
Photoluminescence spectra of pure and Li-doped Ge at 
various temperatures . The GaAs laser power, pulse -
width, and duty cycle are indicated in that order 
below the title . Next to the title i s the spectral 
resolution . Where resolution differed from that 
indicated near the title, it is indicated near the 
peak of the appropriate spectrum. The arrow in the 
6°K spectrum in ( b ) indicates the peak of the EHD 
line as given in reference 18 • 
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energy to be the EHD line. Second, the FE line in Figure l(b) ha s a 
low-energy tail even at 8°K, which is a L .1dperature well above the 
critical temperature for droplet formation. (Theoretical calcula-
tion<13) suggests that the critical temperature of EHD shou ld not be 
changed by a doping level of 5Xlo14cm- 3.) Thus, the shoulder on the 
FE line must be due to impurity-induced emission. 
When the Li concentration at the surface of the sample is 
5Xlo15cm- 3, Figure 3(c), three significant changes occur in the photo-
luminescence spectra. First, the FE intensity at 4.2°K is greatly 
reduced compared to that in less heavily doped Ge. Second, a bound-
exciton (BE) line can be detected between the EHD and FE lines. The BE 
line is located at about 712 meV, approximately l meV below the FE line 
in accordance with Haynes' Rule( 20). Third, the "EHD" line shifts con-
tinuously with increasing temperature towards the FE line. It perturbs 
the low energy edge of the FE line even at 20°K. There is simil ar ity 
between the spectrum at 8°K in Figure 3(c) and the spectrum at 6°K in 
Figure 3(b). This similarity and the discussion in connection with 
Figure 3(b) in the preceding paragraph lead us to suspect that the "EHD" 
line at 8°K in Figure 3(c) i s due in part to impurity-i nduced emission. 
For the surface with 4Xlo16cm-3 of Li, we obtained the spectra 
shown in Figure 3(d). First, at 4.2°K only the broad line resembling 
the EHD line is seen. It is not accompanied by either FE or BE emis-
sion, as is the case in the lighter-doped Ge. Second, this broad line 
shifts continuously towards the FE line with increasing temperature, 
and the FE line is unambiguously resolved only forq ~ l 5°K. This 
broad line is seen even at 50°K where it fills the valley, present in 
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the 50°K pure Ge spectrum, between the LA- and TO-phonon-assisted FE 
lines. 
It is difficult to interpret even the low-temperature (say q~R ° hF 
emission lines in Figure 3{d) to be due to EHD alone. In Figure 4 we 
show the linewidth of the "EHD" line at 5°K as a function of pump-power 
for different surface Li concentrations. There is no observable pump-
power dependence of the linewidth of the broad line for impurity con-
centration up to 5Xlo15cm-3. This is as expected for a EHD emission 
line. In contrast, the data from the sample with 4Xlol6cm-3 of Li 
at the surface show clear pump-power dependence. Martin and Sauer(8) 
have reported quantitatively similar results for Ge:In, Ge:Ga and Ge:Sb. 
In addition, they showed that, at very high pump-powers, the linewidth 
of the broad line in moderate-heavily doped Ge exceedsthat of the EHD 
line in pure Ge. 
(b) Ge:As 
The temperature dependence of the spectra from a Ge sample with 
4Xlo15As/cm3 is very similar to that of the 5Xlo15Li/cm3 sample 
shown in Figure 3(c). In addition, we have observed no pump-power or 
time dependence of the EHD line. Similar behaviors were observed for 
Ge doped with about lo15cm-3 of Ga or Sb. In the rest of this and the 
next two subsections, we will report only the data from moderate-
heavily doped Ge whose spectra show unexpected properties. 
A 4.2° K spectrum from a Ge:As sample with 5Xlo16As/cm3 is shown 
in Figure 5. Features in this spectrum include the LA line (708.5 meV) 
and the NP line (736 meV) as well as the TO- and TA-phonon-assisted 
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satellites of the LA line at 700 and 729 meV, respectively. The 
temperature dependences of the LA and NP lines are shown in the inset 
in Figure 5. The temperature dependence of the LA line is similar to 
that shown in Figure 3(d) for the moderate-heavily doped Ge:Li. The NP 
line is partially masked by theTA-phonon-assisted line(?) and the bound 
exciton line (739 meV) at high temperatures so that its behavior as a 
function of temperature cannot be accurately determined. 
We have found that time-resolved spectra can yield a wealth of 
information about these lines. All spectra reported in the rest of this 
paper are time resolved. They were obtained in the manner described at 
the end of Section II. In Figure 6 we have the time-resolved spectra 
at 2, 4.2, 6 and 8°K of a 2Xlo16As/cm3 sample showing both the LA and 
NP lines. We will discuss these two lines separately. 
At 2 and 4.2°K, the LA-phonon assisted line has relatively simple 
behavior. The FWHM and peak position of the line are nearly indepen-
dent of the delay time. The BE( 21 •22 ) line can be discerned at 4.2° K 
for long delay times. Some shift of the peak of the line is detectabl e 
at 6 and 8°K, suggesting that, as the temperature is raised, some im-
purity-induced emission appear. 
In contrast to the LA line, the NP line has very complicated 
behavior as a function of time. First, the peak of the NP line shifts 
noticeably with time at 2 and 4.2°K. At 2°K the total shift of the 
spectrum at t ~ 35 ~sec from that at t ~ 3 ~sec is 0.7 meV. At 4.2°K, 
the shift is 1. 3 meV between the spectra at t = 30 ~sec and t = 3 ~sec K 
Part of the NP line peak shift at 4.2°K is due to the BE line which 
becomes clearly noticeable for long time delays. Second, at 8°K, the 
41 
Figure 6 
Time-resolved photoluminescence spectra of Ge :As 
showing the LA- phonon- assisted and the no- phonon 
lines at four different temperatures . Excitation 
power used was 0.6 W, except for the LA- phonon-
assisted lines at 8°K for which 1. 3 W was used . 
The number associated with each spectrum i s the 
time del ay t as defined in Sec . II. Relative 
intensities of the spectra are arbitrary so that 
the heights of different spectra should not be 
compared . 
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NP line, which resembles the EHD line at short delay times, decays con-
tinuously into a very narrow line at 736.1 meV. At t = 27 ~secI its 
FWHM is about 2.2 meV and its shape is different from the theoretical 
EHD lineshape(ll}_ The line at 739 meV is due to the BE. In the 
corresponding spectrum (t = 27 ~secF at 6°K, the region between the 
NP and BE lines is filled by some impurity induced emission. The 6 and 
8°K spectra shows that different parts of the broad EHD-like NP line 
decay at different rates so that the NP line is caused by at least 
two (besides the BE line) emission processes. It is natural to expect 
that the NP line at 2 and 4.2°K is also due to two or more emission 
processes and that the shift of the NP line peak noted above is due 
to the changing relative intensity of the various emissions. 
The decay transients of the sample were measured using 1MM -~sec 
excitation pulses. Thi s pulse length allows the intensity of the "EHD" 
lines to approach steady state before the l aser is shut off. The decay 
transients were obtained through the spectrometer. For the LA line, 
the spectrometer was set at 708 . 6 meV while for the NP line, it was 
set at 736 meV. (Bandpass in both cases is about 1.2 meV.) The 
results are shown in Figure 7. The LA line decays exponentially with 
a lifetime of 23 ~secK The NP line decay is slower and is non-
exponential. The negative curvature of the NP line is an experimental 
artifact caused by the limited bandpass of our spectrometer and the 
considerable shift of the NP line position as shown in Figure 6. If 
the spectrometer is set to the high energy side of the NP peak at 
t = 100 ~secI then the decay is much s lower . These results are con-
sistent with the observation of Karuzskii ~~EllF who found that 
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photol uminescence- intensity dec~y of the no-phonon 
a nd LA-phonon-assisted lines in Ge :As at 2°K. The 
time ze r o is the time the GaAs l~ser i s t urned of f . 
the NP line decays with two time constants. The decay transient at 
4.2°K is quite similar to the decay at 2° K. This similarity has also 
been observed in Ge doped with only lo15cm-3 of impurities and is 
markedly different from the results in pure Ge (see Chapter 3). 
Information on the origin of the 11 EHD" line can be obtained by 
looking at its luminescence decay as a function of temperature. Such 
data for the LA line us ing pulsed excitation are presented in Figure 
8. At 2 and 4.2°K, when the time-resolved spectra above suggest that 
the peaks are due to EHD, the decays are as expected for the EHD; viz., 
the decay transients show both bulk recombination and .. surface evapora-
tion .. effects( 23 ). If the broad line at T > 6° K is due to the EHD, 
we would expect the decay transients to show more and more downward 
curvature as temperature is raised and evaporation becomes more impor-
tant. Instead, the decay transients forT > 6°K are more nearly ex-
ponential. The slight decrease of the decay rate forq ~ 6°K at long 
delay times is real and would be more prominent if the line did not 
shift with delay time out of the pass-band of our spectrometer. These 
observations suggest, as did time-resolved spectra, that the LA line 
of Ge:As is due mainly to EHD forq ~ 4.2°K but is more complicated at 
higher temperatures. 
We note that under different excitation conditions the decay 
transients are different. A dashed line corresponding to the data 
points for the LA line given in Figure 7 is drawn in Figure 8. Compari-
son of the dashed line with the 2°K data points in Figure 8 shows that 
the luminescence decay of the LA line is slower when 1MM-~sec excita-
tion pulses are used. Thi s difference in the decay transients is also 
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TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF 
LUMINESCENCE DECAY (LA LINE) 
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Figure 8 
Decay of the photoluminescence intensity of the LA- phonon -
assisted l ine of Ge:As at various temperatures . Pulsed 
GaAs laser exci t ation was used . The result for the LA l ine 
in Fig. 7 is r eproduced here a s the dashed line f or comparison 
purpose . The zero of time is approximately the time tha t the 
intensity of the LA l ine r eached its maximum. 
~ 
observed for pure Ge and is consistent with changes in the spatia l di s -
tribution of EHD's caused by diffe r ent exci tations (see Chapter 3). 
In Figure 9, the pump power dependence of the LA and NP lines at 
2°K is shown. The LA line has essentially pump-power independent line 
position and FWHM, while the NP line broadens and shifts toward lower 
energy with increasing pump power. 
(c) Ge:Ga 
The temperature dependence of the spectra from moderate-heavily 
doped Ge:Ga is qualitatively similar to that shown in Figure 3(d) for 
Ge:Li. 
Figure 10 shows time-resolved spectra of a Ge sample with 
2.5Xlol 6Ga/cm3 at 2, 4.2, and 8°K. We make two observations. First, a 
considerable shift of the peak position with increasing delay time t 
is observed. The rate of peak-shift increased with temperature-
increase. At 2°K the total amount of shift 
between t = 3 and 22 ~sec is about 0.5 meV. While at 8°K the shift 
amounted to about 1 meV between t = 2 and 9 ~secK Free- and bound-
exciton positions, which can be accurately determined in less heavily 
doped crystals, are marked in the 8°K spectrum. It is seen that at 
8°K the EHO-like line shifts towards the BE line position at long delay 
times. Second, there is a large change with delay time of the FWHM of 
the line at 2° K. At t = 3 ~secI the lineshape resembles the well known 
EHD lineshape with a FWHM of 3.0 meV. (In pure Ge the droplet line-
width at 2°K is 3.3 meV.) However, at t = 22 ~secI the line becomes 
much narrower and its high-energy edge becomes quite sharp. We have 
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Figure 9 
Excitation- power dependence of the photoluminescence 
spectrum of Ge :As taken at a fixed del ay time of P ~ sec K 
Both the LA- phonon- assitsted and the no- phonon lines 
are shown . The excitation power is indi cated at the 
right baseline of each spectrum. Relati ve i ntensities 
of the spectra are arbitrary. 
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EXCITATION POWER DEPENDENCE 
OF LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA 
LA 
Ge :As, NAs = 2 X 1016 cm3 
GaAs LASER (2fLsec, 2°/o) 
T = 2°K, t = P~sec 
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TIME RESOLVED LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA 
- 705 
Ge:Ga, NGo = 2.5x 1016 cm3 
GaAs LASER <o.6W, 2J-Lsec, 2%) 
710 705 710 705 
ENERGY (meV} 
Figure 10 
710 715 
Time- resolved spectra of LA- phonon- assisted line of Ge : Ga 
at three temperatures. The delay time t is shown to the 
right of each spectrum. Relative intensities of the 
spectra are arbitrary. 
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found it difficult to fit this spectrum using the theoretical EHD line 
shape. The t = 22 ~sec spectrum is not due to the BE either, as the 
energy of the line does not match that of the BE. 
The luminescence decay transients of the 4Xlo16Ga/cm3 sample at 
2 and 4.2°K are shown in Figure 11. At both temperatures two distinct 
decay rates are observed. The results can be fit quite well by sums 
of two exponentials, i.e., I(t) - exp(-t/T1) +A expE-t/~O FK The values 
of the parameters obtained are: at 2°K, 
Tl = 20 ~sec , 76 ~sec , A= 1.4; 
and at 4.2°K, 
Tl = 20 ~sec , T2 = 59 ~sec , A= 1.1 
The decay transients for a pump power of 0.09 W was unchanged within 
the noise level. The decay transient data using pulsed excitation for 
temperatures up to l0°K are presented in Figure 12. Comparing the 
data in Figure 8 with that in Figure 12, we note that the decay at 4.2°K 
is qualitatively different in the Ge:As sample and the Ge:Ga sample. 
While the decay plotted on a semilog plot shows a negative curvature in 
the Ge:As case, the decay transients show a positive curvature in the 
Ge:Ga sample. On the other hand, the decay for Ge:Ga doped sample are 
similar to those of the Ge:As sample forT ~ 6°K. This similarity sug-
gests impurity-induced emission always plays a role in Ge:Ga sample and 
plays a role in LA line of the Ge:As sample forq ~ 6°K. 
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Figure 11 
Photoluminescence - intensity decay of the LA- phonon-
assisted line of Ge : Ga at two temperatures . The 
zero of time marks the shutting- off of the laser . 
The straight lines are lines drawn through the 
data points for l ong del ay times . 
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Decay of the luminescence intensity of the LA-
phonon-assisted line of Ge :Ga at various tem-
pera tures . Pulsed GaAs laser excitation was 
used. The quasi - steady- state- excitation re-
sult at 4. 2°K in Fig . 11 is reproduced here 
for reference . The time zero is approximately 
the time the LA line intensity reached its 
maximum. 
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It should be noted that, ~lthough two exponentials are sufficient 
to fit the decay transients, the possibility of the presence of more 
than two decay times cannot be excluded. Experimentally it is difficult 
to resolve the decay of more than two components, especially if some 
decay times are not too different from each other. 
In Figure 13, the t = 3 ~sec spectra of the LA-phonon-assi s ted 
line of the 2.5Xlo16Ga/cm3 sample for various pump powers at 4.2°K are 
s hown . The peak of this line shifts towards lower energy and its line-
width increases with increasing excitation level. At 4.2°K, a factor 
of 10 change in excitation power produced a 0.5 meV shift of the peak 
and a 0.5 meV change in the FWHM. At 6°K , a factor of 4 change in 
pump power caused the peak to shift by 0.5 meV and the FWHM to change 
by 0.2 meV. 
(d) Ge:Sb 
Figure 14 shows the 2°K LA-phonon-assisted EHD line from high-
purity Ge and the LA lines from Ge :As, Ge:Ga and Ge:Sb samples. These 
results show that (for a constant excitation level) the peak in the 
emission line for Ge:Ga and Ge:As are close to the peak of the EHD line 
in pure Ge. In contrast, the data show that the peak of the emission 
line in Ge:Sb is shifted to lower energy by about 0.5 meV. This shift 
to lower energy is not understood at present, although calculations(l3) 
for the properties of the EHD in doped Ge suggest that such a shift of 
the EHD might occur when impurity concentration approaches the Matt 
density. 
The temperature dependence of the spectrum of the Ge:Sb sample is 
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715 
Excitation- power dependence of the LA- phonon- assisted line of Ge :Ga 
at a delay time of 3 ~secK The pump- power is shown at the right 
baseline of each spectrum. Relative intensities of the spectra 
are arbitrary. 
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LUMINESCENCE SPECTRA 
GaAs LASER (0.6W, 2 fLSec, 2 %) 
705 710 
ENERGY (meV) 
Figure 14 
Photoluminescence spectra of the LA- phonon- assisted 
lines of samples moderate- heavil y doped with Sb, Ga 
and As as well as a high-purity Ge sample. The 
relative intensities of the spectra are arbitrary. 
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qualitatively similar to that of the 4Xlo16Li/cm3 sample shown in 
Figure l(d) . Time-resolved spectra at 4.2°K from the Ge:Sb sample 
showed a peak position independent of time delay. However, the line-
width decreased from 3. 1 meV at t = 2 ~sec to 2.5 meV at t = 15 ~sec K 
In Figure 15, decay transients from the Ge:Sb samp le are shown. 
The 2°K decayis nearly exponential with a time constant of 34 ~sec K 
The 4.2°K data show two time constants. Following the laser turn-off, 
the decay is fast for about 20 ~sec before it becomes exponential with 
time constant of 28 ~secK When pumping-power wa s decreased to 0.07 W, 
the transients remained essential ly unchanged. 
At 4.2°K the FWHM of the EHD-like line decreases from 2.7 meV to 
1.9 meV with a reduction of pump power by a factor of 6. This is in 
good agreement with the observation of Martin and Sauer(8). The posi-
tion of the peak of the line is observed to be independent of the pump 
power. 
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 
15 -3 ForGe with impurity concentrationsup to a few times 10 em , we 
have observed no cha nges of the properties of the EHD line from those 
of the high-purity Ge. At temperatures close to the critical tempera-
ture of EHD formation, some impurity induced emission can be seen which 
should not be confused with the EHD line. The decay transients of the 
EHD line in these lightly doped Ge crystals are quite different from 
those in the high purity Ge and are dealt with in the next chapter. 
The properties of the EHD-like line in moderate-heavily doped Ge 
are rather complicated . The results are most easily interpreted by 
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LUMINESCENCE DECAY 
Ge: Sb, Nsb= 8 x 1016 cm3 
Go As LASER (0.14W, 100 fLSec, 4%) 
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TIME (,usee} 
Figure 15 
Photoluminescence intensity decay of the 
LA-phonon-assisted line of Ge : Sb at 2 
and 4. 2°K. 
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assuming the existence of impurity-induced emissions: 
1. LA line in Ge:As 
The LA line in Ge:As is least affected by impurity-induced emis-
sions. ForT $ 4.2°K, we found the shape and position of this line 
to be essentially excitation-power and delay-time independent as would 
be expected for an EHD line. Fitting the LA line to the well known 
EHD line shape( ll}, we obtained roughly linear decreases of both the 
density and chemical potential of the EHD as functions of increasing 
doping concentration. A comparison of the results of the line-fits 
to the theoretical prediction of Reference 12 is shown in Figure 16. 
Good agreement between the experiment and theory is obtained. We inter-
pret the LA line in Ge:As forT $ 4.2°K to be due mostly to EHD emis-
sion. The lifetime of the EHD in moderate-heavily As-doped Ge is about 
23 ~sec which is considerably shorter than the 37 ~sec for EHD in pure 
Ge(23)_ 
At temperatures higher than about 4.2°K, the FE and impurity-
induced emissions dominate the spectrum of Ge:As. The impurity-induced 
emission has a broad, structureless line shape similar to the EHD line 
shape. 
2. The NP line in Ge:As and LA lines in Ge:Ga, Ge:Li, and Ge:Sb( 24 ) 
Impurity-induced emiss ions play a large role in the NP line of 
Ge:As and in the LA lines of Ge:Li, Ge:Ga and Ge:Sb. Their presence 
spectroscopica lly unreso lvable from the EHD, cause the above lines to 
show pump-power and time dependences as well as two decay times. 
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Figure 16 
Comparison of theoretically predicted properties of the 
e l ectron- hole-droplet of As- doped Ge with experiment . 
The theoretical lines, for As-, Ga- and Sb- doped Ge, are 
obtained from r efer ence 12. The tria ngl es (•) are den-
sities ( n ) and chemical potentials E~F obtained from 
fitting the experimental LA line of Ge :As. The circl es 
(•) are density data for Ge:As given in reference 7. 
The densities are in units of the e l ectron- hol e -droplet 
density in pure Ge (n 0 = 2 .4 x lM 1~m- P FK All data were 
obta ined from spectra at ~ 2° K. 
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There are many possible mechanisms for the impurity-induced changes 
in the emission. We shall discuss some in detail and only mention 
others. 
A. "Multi-Exciton Complexes". 
In Si samples with impurity concentration $ lo16cm-3, a series of 
narrow lines between the BE line and the peak of the EHD line have been 
observed(ll •25 •26 ). These lines have been attributed to, but as yet un-
proven, emissions arising from transitions from neutral centers with 
n bound-excitons to centers with n-1 bound -excitons. They are usually 
referred to as "multi-exciton complex" (MEC) lines. Martin( 22 ) has 
reported observation of a similar series of lines in Ge with about 
l015cm-3 As and P impurities. He found that MEC lines in Ge are 
emitted without phonon assistance and have extremely low intensities. 
In Ge doped with ~ lo16cm-3 of impurities, MEC, if they exist, would 
most likely emit a broad line rather than a series of sharp lines for 
two reasons. First, the MEC lines in Si have been observed to broaden 
and merge(27} at doping level of 1o16-1o17cm- 3. At these doping levels, 
impurities may cluster. As a result many MEC's may overlap several 
impurities. This would lead to the observed broadening of MEC lines at 
high doping levels. Since the sizes of the exciton( 27 ) and shallow-
impurity states( 29 ) in Ge are a factor of 2 to 3 larger than in Si, 
one would expect broadening and merging of the MEC lines to occur at 
doping levels of 1015 -lo16cm-3 in Ge. Second, the total energy-spread 
of the MEC lines in Ge is only about 3 meV compared to greater than 10 
meV in Si, so the spacings between successive MEC lines in Ge are much 
smaller in Ge than in Si. 
Provided that the doping levels are appropriately scaled as dis-
cussed in the preceding paragraph, many similarities between the doped 
Ge and Si spectra can be observed. The data on the pump-power depen-
dence of the NP line (1.8Xl017P/cm3) and the TO-phonon-assisted line 
(1.7Xlo17Sb/cm3) of doped Si, taken from Reference 30, are shown in 
Figure 17. Comparison of Figure 17(a) with Figure 9 and Figure 17(b) 
with Figure 13 suggest that the NP line of Ge:As and the LA lines of 
Ge:Ga, Ge:Li, and Ge:Sb could have the same origin, viz., luminescence 
from both MEC and EHD. The temperature dependence of the EHD and MEC 
lines in doped Si (7Xlo16B/cm3), also taken from Reference 30, are 
shown in Figure 18. The possible presence of MEC lines in Ge is again 
suggested by a comparison of Figure 18 with Figure 3{d) and 6. Measure-
ments of the MEC decay times in Si show that different MEC lines have 
different decay times; the decay times monotonically decrease for lines 
approaching the EHD peak( 25 ). The intensity decay of these lines 
almost always show two decay constants. The time-resolved spectra 
in Figure 11 of Reference 26 show a shift towards higher energies 
and a narrowing of the combined width of the lines with increasing 
delay time. These time-dependent properties of the MEC and EHD in 
doped Si are also observed for the LA lines of Ge:Ga and Ge:Sb and for 
the NP line of Ge:As, as given in Section III. Finally, at constant 
excitation, the BE intensity in Ge is maximum for doping level of about 
lol5cm-3 whereas the FE is a monotonically decreasing function of 
increased doping. Both the BE and FE lines are absent from the spectra 
when doping level exceeds about lo16cm-3. Similar observations have 
Figure 17 
Pump-power dependence of the spectra from broadened 
multiexciton complexes in doped Si (taken from ref-
erence 30). 
(a) Si :P ; emissions without phonon assistance . 
(b) Si : Sb; TO-phonon- assisted emissions . 
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been reported for Si in reference 30. 
On the basis of the comparisons in this subsection, one would ex-
pect that, in heavily doped (Ni ?. lo17cm- 3) Si:As or Si:P, where only 
broad NP and TO lines from the "EHO" are observed, the broad lines may 
actually be composed of differing amounts of EHD and broadened MEC 
radiation. There should be qualitative differences in all the proper-
ties of NP and TO lines. Verification of this point would strengthen 
the case for the MEC explanation for Ge. 
It should be noted that, since the binding energy of MEC relative 
to FE in Ge is no more than about 2 meV, one would not expect to see 
much MEC emission above about 25°K. Thus, MEC alone could not explain 
the data above about 25°K in doped Ge. 
B. Bound-Exciton Banding 
In addition to a MEC band, a possible contribution to the impurity-
induced emission comes from a broadened BE line . In analogy with the 
phenomenon of impurity banding in semiconductors( 31), we might expect 
that the interaction between an exciton and more than one impurity 
would lead to a bradening of the BE line . Thi s interaction with a num-
ber of impurities will produce a broadened &E line in two ways . First, 
consider a single exc iton interacting via an attractive i~teraction 
with a number of nearest neighbor impurities. The energy of the ground 
state of the sys tem made up of the exciton and a clu ster of neutral 
impurities will depend on the number and spatial di stribution of the 
neutral impurities. Since the impurities are distributed randomly, 
there are fluctuations in the spatial distribution of the nearest 
• 
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neighbor impurities about any given impurity center. This leads to 
a distribution of values for the ground state energy of a single exci-
ton interacting with an impurity and its nearest neighbor impurities. 
This interaction will l ead to a broadening and shifting of the BE line 
with increased impurity concentrations. Estimates of the magnitude 
of this effect for impurity density of - lo16cm-3 gives broadening 
of the BE line on the order of 1 mev( 32 ). Second, as the pump power 
is increased, we are likely to increase the average number of excitons 
bound a given impurity center. Hence, we will be looking at the emis-
sion from varying number of excitons interacting with the impurity 
centers. This system will emit a line which broadens and shifts with 
increasing pump power. 
C. Plasma Emission 
Spatially-resolved luminescence scan measurements on doped Ge show 
that the excited region extend beneath the surface to a depth of _ 500 
~min - lo15cm- 3-doped and - 200 ~min - lo16cm-3-doped Ge( 33 •34). In 
high-purity Ge, the penetration of excited carriers into the crystal is 
about 1 mm. Thus, a much higher density of carriers is generated in 
doped Ge than in pure Ge. The excited-carrier density is highest near 
the excited spot at the surface of the crystal and decreases with dis-
tance from the excited spot. Consider now an excited, doped Ge crystal 
whose temperature i s above the droplet critical temperature (- 6.5°K). 
Away from the excited spot, FE's are formed. Near the excited spot, 
the carrier density may be suffi cient ly high so that screeni ng of the 
Coul omb attraction of electrons and holes can make the FE state un-
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stable relative to a plasma state. Thus, spectra of doped Ge at 
temperatures higher than the droplet critical temperature, such as 
those shown in Figure 3, could be due to a combination of the emiss ion 
from the plasma near the excited spot and the FE emission away from 
the excited spot. 
The density nMI at which the FE state is screened out can be 
estimated by equating the Debye screening length of the plasma to the 
Bohr radius of the exciton( 35 ). This density is 
kT 
BnE a3 
X 0 
( 1 ) 
where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, Ex 
is the exciton binding energy and a0 is the exciton Bohr radius. For 
Ge, Ex = 4.15 meV and a0 = 114 A( 36 ) so that nMI = 5.6Xlo14T. When the 
duration of the excitation is much shorter than the carrier lifetime, 
the average density of pairs generated by each laser pulse can be 
estimated by 
n = PT 
hvV 
(2) 
where P is the power absorbed by the Ge crystal, T is the pulse length, 
hv is the photon energy and V i s the volume occupied by the excitation. 
The value of V is estimated by taking the product of the illuminated 
2 area, - 1 mm , and the depth of penetration. For 1 W absorbed power 
in a 2 
for N. 
1 
0 16 -3 ~sec pulse at GaAs la ser wavelength (8500 A), we get n=2Xl0 em 
- lo15cm-3 and n=4Xlo16cm-3 for N. - lo16cm-3. If the excited 
1 
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carrier density were uniform then we would expect, by equating n to 
nMI' the FE state to be unstable below about 30°K and 75°K for lightly 
(lol5cm-3) and moderate-heavily doped Ge, respectively. The actual 
density of carriers is spatially non-uniform so that these estimated 
temperature may not be very accurate. Nevertheless, there is indeed 
a trend for the impurity-induced peak next to the FE peak to persist 
to higher temperatures with increasing doping concentration (see Figure 
3). 
Due to the small extent of the volume occupied by the excited car-
riers, it is difficult to measure spatially-resolved spectra and our 
attempts have not led to conclusive results. At temperatures below 
the droplet critical temperature, the existence of the liquid phase 
complicates the situation, and we feel one of the other listed 
mechanisms in this section needs to be considered. 
D. Others 
1. Heating- Device heating by the exciton can be ruled out as 
the cause of the observed pump-power and delay-time dependence of the 
broad EHD-like lines in doped Ge. Increase of delay-time and decrease 
of pump-power cause the broad line to shift to lower energy whereas 
heating causes shifts in the opposite direction. In addition, if one 
assumes that the broad lines are due to EHD and carry out line fits, 
the results shown in Table I is obtained. It is necessary to use not 
only high temperatures but also larger densities to obtain fits to the 
spectra for larger pump-powers. 
2. Donor-Acceptor Trans ition - For phonon-assi s ted donor-acceptor 
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jexcitation Ge:Sb 8x lo16cm-3 Ge:Ga 4xlo16cm-3 
rgllf~el D (W) T( °K) n(lo
17cm-3) T( °K ) n( 10 n cm-
3) 
1.3 3.0 1.4 3.5 2.1 
1.1 2.9 1.4 3.0 1.9 
.9 3.0 1.3 3.0 1.8 
.7 2.8 1.2 2.5 1.6 
. 5 2.3 1.1 2.5 1. 3 
.2 2.0 0.9 
Tabl e I. 
Densities and t emperatures obtained frorn theoretical linefits a to "EIID" 
spectra at t = 3 psec and various exc i tation powers for two doped Ge 
samples. The bath temperature was 2°K. Excitation was provided by GaAs 
laser with 2 psec pulse duration and 2% duty cycle. The density of states 
effective masses for electrons and hol es vtere taken to be lK~d and 0.37 , 
respectively b 
a. R. n. !Iammond, T. C. lkGill and J. H. !•layer, Phys. Rev . B13, 3566 (1976) . 
b. H. F. B1·inkman and T. ~1K Rice, Phys . Rev . .!!2_, 1508 (1 972) . 
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transition, the energy of the emitted photon is given by( 37 ) 
( 3) 
where Eph is the phonon energy, EA and Eo are respectively the donor 
and acceptor binding energies, e is the electronic charge, K is the 
dielectric constant and r is the separation between the donor and 
acceptor. Donor-acceptor pairs with large separationsgive rise to a 
broad line which peaks at r :: (4rriNA-N0J/3)
113
. ForGe, Eg ::: 750 meV, 
K:::l6, EA+£0 ..:::20 meV, and b~~ = 27.4 meV(l7) so donor-acceptor line 
1 I I 16 -3 shou d peak for NA-ND = 10 em at about 696 meV. The observed 
broad lines peak at about 709 meV and are not due to donor-acceptor 
transition. 
3. Pressure - High densities of carriers are generated by sur-
face excitation in doped Ge. The resulting pressure from the carriers 
may compress droplets in doped Ge l ead ing to pump-power dependent 
droplet density and linewidth. The pressure required to l ead to the 
observed changes of densities (see Table I) can be estimated from 
~n/n = xP, where x is the compressibi lity of the el ectron- hole liquid 
and has been measured( 38) to be 3.7Xlo18cm3;meV. For An/n of 30%, P 
is estimated to be about lo17meV/cm3. A carrier density of about 
lol7cm-3 would be required to produce this pressure and such high 
density is not likely in our experiment. 
The decay times for MEC in Ge:As and Ge:Ga are quite long (70 ~sec 
in Ge:As at 1.5° K(lO) and 76 ~sec for Ge:Ga at 2°K). Further, experi-
15 -3 
ments on Ge doped with impurity concentrations of - 10 em of shallow 
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dopants exhibit decay times for free excitons which are essentially the 
same as those observed in pure Ge(39 )_ These results suggest a rela-
tively slow rate of Auger recombination of the excitons bound to im-
purity centers in Ge. It is possible that the decay of free-excitons 
occurs in both the doped and pure sample via some center (e.g., di s-
locations) other than the shallow dopants. If this is the case, then 
immobile excitons bound on a shallow dopant will decay at a rate slower 
than that for the free excitons. 
V. CONCLUSION 
We have investigated the temperature, pump-power and time depen-
dences of the photoluminescence spectra of Ge containing up to 
8Xlo16cm-3 of impurities. For impurity concentrationsof less than 
about lo15cm- 3, few changes in the spectrum of EHD were observed com-
pared to pure Ge. The broad LA-phonon-assi sted line of Ge:As con-
taining up to 5Xlo16 As/cm3 has properties which can be explained by 
the existing theories of EHD for doped Ge. The broad NP line of Ge:As 
as well as the broad LA-phonon-assisted EHD-like lines of Ge:Li, Ge:Ga 
and Ge:Sb have properties unexpected of an EHD line when the tempera-
ture, pump-power or delay-time i s varied. It is necessary to consider 
impurity-induced emissions in addition to that from the EHD to explain 
these results. A comparison of our data with those of doped Si sug-
gests that emissions from multiexciton complexes and broadened bound-
excitons make up part of the impurity-induced emissions. Additionally, 
at higher temperatures (T ~ l0°K) the spectra of doped Ge may result 
from both emission from the free-exciton and a plasma of electrons and 
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holes. This plasma can exist near the excited spot on the crystal be-
cause the large excited-carrier density there screens out the free-
and bound-exciton states. 
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Chapter 3 
TRANSIENTS OF THE PHOTOLUMINESCENCE 
INTENSITY OF TilE EHD IN PURE AND 
DOPED Ge 
80 
I . INTRODUCTION 
The existence of a metallic liquid phase of electron-hole pairs in 
Ge at erogenic temperatures is by now well established(l ). A wide 
variety of experiments, mostly using optical excitation on high-purity 
Ge, have been used to determine many properties of this el ectron-hole 
liquid. Light scattering( 2) and junction noise( 3) experiments have 
demonstrated that the electron-hole liquid is produced in the form of 
a cloud of electron-hol e-droplets (EHD's) in Ge. The size of the EHD 
can be as big as 10 ~E 4 FK The kinetics of formation and decay of 
these EHD's have been the subject of numerous investigations. The 
decay of the EHD has been carefu lly studied using cyclotron reso-
nance(5), luminescence intensity decay( 6,7), and far infrared absorp-
tion(8). More recently, the growth of the EHD ha s been examined 
using both surface-excitat ion( 9) and volume-excitation( lO). 
In the volume-excitation experiment(lO), EHD's were observed to 
nucleate from a supersaturated free-exciton (FE) gas. The rate of 
growth of droplet intensity depends on temperature and is in qualita-
tive agreement with theoretical predictions(ll ,12). Inhomogeneous 
excitation and carrier-transport away from the excited surface compli-
cates the situat ion in the surface-excitat ion experiments. To our 
knowledge, no quantitative exp l anation of the growth of the lumin-
escence intensity of the EHD ' s exists in the literature. Pokrovskii(l 3) 
and Hensel et ~EpF have proposed a model for the decay of the EHD 
which may be applied to the surface-excitation experiments. This model 
is based on the average rate equations for the EHD 
dv _ 
dt -
\) 
T 
and for the FE 
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aT2 e-¢/kTv2/3 + b 2/3-
v nex ( 1 ) 
(2) 
In (1) and (2), v is the average number of electron-hole pairs in a EHD 
T and -rex are, respectively, the EHD and FE total lifetime, a is the 
Richardson-Dushman constant(l 4), ¢ is the work function of the EHD, T 
is the temperature, n is 
ex 
the FE density, and N is the number density 
2/3 
equa 1 to v 41T( 3/ 411"n ) where v is 
ex o ex 
of droplets. The constant b is 
the average thermal velocity of the exciton and n is the pair density 
0 
of a EHD. The three terms on the righthand side of Eqn. (1) are, 
respectively, from left to right, bulk recombination, evaporation and 
FE backflow rates. Usually nex is assumed to be zero during the 
decay so that EHD's are decoupled from the FE and from each other. With 
the assumption of n equal to zero, Eqn. (1) can be readily solved to 
ex 
yield 
v(t) [ 
(t -t)/3-r] 
3 
e c -1 
= v(o) t /3-r 
e c -1 
(3) 
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with 
(4) 
At low temperatures the evaporation rate is sma ll compared to the recom-
bination rate and the EHD decay is nearly exponential with a time con-
stant equal toT. At higher temperatures, evaporation becomes impor-
tant, and, hence, the EIID decay is fa ster than the exponential decay 
expected at low temperatures. By adjusting t in Eqn. (3), one can fit 
c 
the experimentally observed EHD decay transients quite well. However, 
if high excitation power i s used(?), the value of t needed to fit the 
c 
data leads to values for v (o) or initial droplet radiu s whi ch i s too 
large compared with the results of lightscattering experiments( 2). 
In the case of doped Ge, very limited EHD luminescence decay data 
exist in the literature(lS) and these data have not been used to extract 
any other information about the EHD and FE. 
In thi s chapter, we present data on the growth and decay of the 
EHD and FE luminescence intensity in pure and doped Ge whi ch are ex-
cited with long GaAs laser pulses (50-100 ~sec FK We found that it 
takes several tens of microseconds for the EHD luminescence intensity 
to reach a steady-state after the excitation is abruptly turned on 
(risetime < 1 ~secF K The rise of the EHD intens ity in our experiments 
cannot be adequately described by the nucleation theory due to the in-
homogeneity of excitation. Our results of the decay of the EHD signal 
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for pure Ge and Ge doped with lo15cm-J of impurities show that the 
widely accepted single-drop model of decay is inadequate in many ex-
perimental situations. A new model based upon the existence of a cloud 
of EHD and the diffusion equation for FE's is presented. The diffusion 
equation approach can deal with the evaporation and backflow of FE 
across the surface of a droplet in a consistent manner. This model 
quantitatively explains the decay transients of EHD in both pure and 
doped Ge. In particular, it is found that a reduction of the FE dif-
fusion coefficient in the - lo15cm-3-doped Ge can lead to the observed 
curtailment of FE evaporation by droplets. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section II is divided into 
three parts and contains, respectively, the experimental results for 
pure, lightly doped (impurity concentration N. - lo15cm3) and heavily 
1 
doped (N . - lo16cm3) Ge samples. In Section III, the model for the 
1 
EHD and FE decay is presented. Discussion of experimental results and 
comparison of experiment with theory are presented in Section IV. The 
summary is in Section V. The experimental details have been described 
in Section II of Chapter 2 and are not repeated in this chapter. 
II . EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
(a) Pure Ge 
In Figs. 1 and 2, respectively, we show the EHD luminescence in-
tensity versus time at 2 and 4.2°K. The sample is a 2-mm thick, high-
purity Ge crystal. At 2°K the transients for pump powers of 0.06 and 
0.09W were identical. The rise of the EHD intensity was non-exponential 
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Figure l 
Transients of ~he photoluminescence intensity 
of the electron- hole liquid in pure Ge at 4.2°K . 
The thickness of the sample i s denoted by t . 
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and the 0-90% risetime was about 46 ~secK The decay was exponential 
with a lifetime of 37 ~secK This decay time is in good agreement with 
previous published results( 5- 7). The 0-90% risetime of the EHD signal 
at 4.2°K was about 40 ~secK The decays at 4.2° K were non-exponential 
and showed finite cutoff times which increased with increased pump-
power. The output of our GaAs laser, shown by the dash-dot curves, 
drooped during the current pulse as a result of the temperature rise 
of the laser. This droop reached a maximum of about 15% at the end of 
the laser pulse. Because of this droop, the risetime of the EHD sig-
nal that we measured was somewhat sma l ler than the step-response time 
of the EHD luminescence. 
The qualitative behavior of the decay of EHD luminescence under 
our excitation conditions is similar to that observed using short, in-
tense GaAs laser pulses( 5- 7). The 4.2°K decay transients we observed 
can be fitted very well by Eqn. (3) using the observed EHD lifetime at 
2° K and suitable t 's. However, the required t 's were between 45 and 
c c 
60 ~secK These large t 's yield, using Eqn. (4) and the values for the 
c 
parameters given in Ref. 5, initial radius of the EHD of about 0.3 mm . 
In unstressed Ge, droplet radius of this order is in disagreement with 
the results of lightscattering experiments which show for a wide range 
of excitation conditions that the droplet radius does not exceed about 
10 ~mE O FK 
The sensitivity of the transients to sample thickness was checked 
by repeating the measurements for a 1-mm thick sample, In this 1-mm sam-
ple the growth and decay of the EHD signal were faster at both 4.2 and 
2°K. We have also performed these experiments on the 2-mm sample after 
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we have damaged that sample's back surface by sandblasting. The 
transients of the EHD luminescence for this 2-mm sample were found to be 
unchanged by the damage to the back surface. Thus, we establish that 
the EHD cloud generated in the samples in our experiments extends 
between 1 and 2 mm away from the excited surface of the sample. 
In Fig. 3,a transient of the FE luminescence signal along with 
the concurrent, normalized EHD signal from the 2-mm thick pure Ge sam-
ple is shown. We interpret the FE signal to be composed of the sum of 
two components. The first one is due to FE's created directly by the 
laser. This component has approximately a 7 ~sec (FE lifetime)(?) 
rise and fall time at the beginning and the end of the laser pulse, 
and it is constant during the middle of the pulse. The second com-
ponent is attributed to the increase of the volume occupied by FE's 
as the cloud of EHD's expand to its steady-state size. The growth and 
decay transients of the FE and EHD signal we observed are qualitatively 
uifferent from the results of the volume-excitation experiment(lO). In 
particular, we detected no reduction in the FE intensity which should 
be associated with the nucleation and growth of EHD ' s(lO). We at-
tribute these differences to the inhomogeneities of the excitation in 
our experiments. 
The decay of the FE signal is approximately linear with time and 
the EHD's decay in the presence of a non-negligible concentration of 
• FE's. 
(b) Lightly doped Ge (Ni ~ lo15cm-3) 
The EHD luminescence transients from a Ge sample with 4Xlo15As/cm3 
at 4.2 and 2° K are shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), respectively. The 
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TRANSIENTS OF EHL LUMINESCENCE 
>. " 1.7495,u.m. /J.). • 30A 
Ge : As - GoAs LASER PULSE 
NAs • 4 " I015cm-3 -- P•0.22W 
t • 2.4mm 
- P•0.09W 
0 
I 
i (b) T • 2°K i 
! 
' i i 
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100 
TIME (fLsec) 
Figure 4 
200 
Transients of the photol uminescence intensity 
of the electr on- hol e l iquid in lightly doped 
Ge . 
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transients at 2°K for P ; 0.09 and 0.06W were essentially identical. 
At 2° K the 0-90% risetime was - 65-70 ~sec while the decay was exponen-
tial with a lifetime of 37 ~secK This lifetime is identical to the 
lifetime of EHD in pure Ge. However, unlike in pure Ge, the transients, 
in particular the decays ,were not very sensitive to temperature be-
tween 2 and 4.2°K. In addition, the transients at both 2 and 4.2°K 
were only slightly pump-power dependent. Essentially identical results 
were observed for a 2Xlo15 Ga/cm3 sample. Thus, for temperature at 
least as high as 4.2°K, the EHD luminescence intensity decay in lightly 
doped Ge is determined only by the EHD lifetime, i.e., FE evaporation 
from EHD's does not play a large role in the decay of EHD. 
The work function of the EHD in Ge with N. - lo15cm-3 has been 
1 
found, experimentally and theoretically(l6), to be identical to that 
in pure Ge. We have s hown above that the EHD lifetime was also un-
affected by doping of this level. Thus, the recombination and evapora-
tion terms in Eqn. (1) cannot be affected by doping level of - lol5cm-3. 
The reduction of the 11et evaporation rate for EHD in doped Ge must 
come about by an increase in the backflow rate caused by impurities. 
In the theory section of this paper, we shall show that a reduction of 
FE diffusion coefficient, caused by impurity atoms, could lead to 
increased backflow rate in doped Ge. 
(c) Heavily doped Ge (N. - lo16cm-3) 
1 
The photoluminescence spectra of heavily dared Ge are complicated 
by impurity-induced emissions( 17 ). Only the phonon-assisted lines in 
Ge:As (and perhaps Ge:P) for T ~ 4.2° K may be interpreted to reflect 
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the properties of the EHD in doped Ge. We report here the results for 
aGe crystal with 2Xlol6 As/cm3. The 0-90% risetime at 4.2°K was 50 
~sec for 0.22W pumping and about 35 ~sec for 0.09W ·pumping. While at 
2° K, the risetime was 50 ~sec for both 0.22W and 0.09W excitation 
power. The decay transients are shown on a semilog plot in Fig. 5 
where we have also shown the decay curves for pure and lightly doped Ge 
for a comparison. We observed that the decay of the EHD at 2°K in 
heavily doped Ge:As was exponential with a time constant of about 23 
~secK This EHD lifetime is considerably shorter than the 37 ~sec EHD 
lifetime in pure Ge. As in lightly doped Ge, the decays in heavily 
doped Ge showed very little effect of evaporation at both 2 and 4.2° K. 
III . MODEL FOR DECAY 
A. Description of Physics 
The EHD distribution in the sample at the end of the excitation 
pulse is complex. 
ple in shape( 2). 
The EHD cloud is spatially non-uniform and not sim-
In addition, droplets may be in motion(18). None-
theless, we can gain an understanding of the decay of the EHD and FE 
using a somewhat idealized model which retains the essential physics. 
In this model, the EHD cloud is assumed to be spherical in shape 
and situated in an infinite Ge crystal. Inside this sphere of radius 
R , the density of EHD's is assumed to be uniform while outside the 
c 
radius R , the EHD density is taken to be zero. The exciton density 
c 
inside the cloud is non-uniform due to the presence of EHD's. This 
spatially-varying exciton density is replaced by its average value 
94 
nex· Outside the cloud, the exciton density is determined by exciton 
diffusion from the edge of the cloud. A schematic illustration of this 
model is shown in Fig. 6. Exciton concentrations in and out of the 
cloud are obtained through solutions to the exciton diffusion equation. 
This diffusion equation approach allows us to (1) treat the net evapora-
tion rate, i . e., the sum of evaporat ion and backflow rates in Eqn . (1), 
in a reasonable way; and (2) incorporate flow of excitons outside of 
the cloud and the resulting shrinking of the cloud with time. Both of 
these aspects were not considered in the single-drop model. 
There are three decay paths for electron-hole pairs: recombination 
inside a EHD, recombination of FE in the cloud, and recombination of FE 
after diffusing away from the edge of the cloud . To determine the rates 
for these three paths, two main problems have to be solved. First one 
is the diffusion of excitons away from the cloud, causing the cloud to 
s hrink . For this, we solve the exciton diffusion equation outside the 
cloud with the boundary conditions that the exciton density be equal to 
zero at infinity and equal to nex at the cloud edge. The second prob-
l em is the calculation of n The inset in Fig. 1 depicts the situ-
ex 
ation in the body of the cloud and is the basis for the calculation of 
the average exciton density. The close proximity of the droplets, inter-
drop distances being much less than an exciton diffusion length for 
pure material, implies that each drop on the average only supplies 
excitons to its immediate vicinity. Each droplet is assigned a spheri-
cal volume of radius R as shown in the figure by the dashed line, and 
s 
the condition is imposed that no excitons cross Rs. This boundary con-
dition should be contrasted with that in a single drop picture in which 
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SCHEMATIC OF CLOUD 
OF 
ELECTRON-HOLE DROPLETS 
•. 
o - ELECTRON - HOLE DROPLET 
· - EXCITON 
Figur e 6 
Schematic illustration of the cloud of 
electron- hol e - droplets and free-excitons . 
The radius of the c l oud i s Rc · Inset 
shows an enl arged view of an e l ectr on-
hol e -droplet surrounded by neighboring 
electron- hole-droplets . The central 
electron- hol e -droplet needs t o supply 
e x citons only into the volume bounded 
by R8 ( dashed line ) . 
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the excitons can diffuse out to infinity. Solving the diffusion equa-
tion within the region bounded by R and averaging the exciton density 
s 
over the volume of this region gives the average exciton density with-
in the cloud. Each droplet in the body of the cloud must shrink as it 
must supply both the pair recombination current within itself and the 
exciton recombination current in the vol ume bounded by R . Thus, 
s 
the number of pairs bound in droplets and the associated luminescence 
signal decrease both through the shrinking of individual droplets and 
the shrinking of the cloud as a whol e . 
B. Mathematical Description 
The diffusion equation governing the FE's outside the EHD cloud is 
a~ineu - n / T ex ex (5) 
where 0 is the exciton diffusion coefficient and n is taken to be a ex 
function of both t and the distance r from the center of the cloud. 
The boundary conditions to be satisfied are 
and 
n = 0 at r = oo ex 
(6) 
(7) 
Equation (5) is coupled to the equation for Rc through equation (6). 
The equation for Rc is 
dRc _ 
dt -
= 
ID'Vnexl r = Rc 
nex + n0 FF 
97 
(8) 
In Eqn. (8), the fill factor (FF) is defined to be the fractional 
volume of the cloud containing electron-hole liquid. These equations 
dR 
can be solved for dtc in terms of R (t) and n (t). 
c ex 
To determine 
the decay of EHD and FE inside the cloud, it is necessary to solve 
the exciton diffusion equation (5) for the region surrounding a given 
droplet with two boundary conditions: (1) At the surface of the drop, 
r = R0(t), diffusion current away from the droplet equals evaporat i on 
rate urlnus backflow r a t e or 
,.. 
-D'Vn · n ex 
,.. 
n v , 
ex ex 
(9) 
where n is a unit vector normal to and pointing out of the surface of 
the droplet; and (2) no exciton diffusion current flow across RS, or 
( 1 0) 
The FE evaporate rate can be estimated from the equilibrium density of 
FE (n° ) by detailed balance, 
ex 
98 
( 11) 
The excitons in the cloud are coupled to the droplets through the 
equation 
or 
dv df = - v/T - (exciton diffusion current away from droplet), (12) 
jDiln I 
ex r=R 
D ( 13) 
The exciton diffusion equation can be solved and substituted into (13) 
to yield dR0/dt as a function of time 
From the two parts of the problem outlined above, we obtain 
A straightforward numerical 
99 
. . 
integration of Rc and R0 yields Rc(t) and R0(t). From R0(t) and 
Rc(t) we obtain 
(14) 
and 
(15) 
where the integral extends over all space. 
During and at the end of the laser pulse, a generation term must 
be added to the lefthand-side of Eqn. (9). This generation term 
drives the exciton gradient at each droplet surface negative so that 
excitons can flow into droplets during the time the laser is on. It 
is obvious that since we have not introduced the generation term, we 
cannot start out with the correct initial condition. In fact, our 
solution assumes an initial condition such that the exciton gradient 
is positive at the surface of each droplet. However, since FE decay 
is fast, we expect the exciton density to relax from that at the end 
of the laser pulse to the one we assume in about one exciton lifetime. 
This relaxation can be observed in the FE transient in Fig. 3. Thus, 
our solution should be accurate to describe the decay transients after 
about one exciton lifetime from the end of the laser pulse. 
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IV . RESULTS OF CALCULATION AND COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT 
In this section, the calculated decay transients of the EHD and 
FE intensity will be presented and compared to experimental data. 
The theoretical curves presented in Fig. 7 were calculated for 
three different initial cloud radii. Values of the parameters used in 
the calculation are listed in Table I along with the values of the same 
parameters reported in the literature. Within experimental uncertainty, 
the values we used to generate the curves in Fig. 7 are the same as 
those found in the literature. Figure 7(a) shows the calculated EHD 
luminescence decay transient, normalized to unity at the start of the 
decay. The corresponding curves for the FE are shown in Figure 7(b). 
At 4.2°K, increase of R (o) causes the decay to be longer because for 
c 
larger R (o), the initial surface to volume ratio is smaller, and this 
c 
lessens the importance of exciton diffusion away from the cloud. 
Spatially-resolved light absorption experiments at 4.2° K(lg) show that 
different initial Rc(o) can be created by using different excitation 
powers. It can be seen that there are clear differences between the 
three FE curves making them a sensitive, independent check on the 
model. In particular, these results are very different from the 
solutions to the average rate equations in which there is no boundary 
to the region occupied by EHD's. Experimental result of the EHD and FE 
decay transients for two different pump powers are also shown in Fig. 
7. It can be seen that an excellent agreement is obtained for both 
the EHD and the FE curves when reasonable values for the parameters 
are used in the calculation. There are two points that should be noted, 
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Table I Values of parameters used in the Model . 
Parameter 
EHD lifetime, 'T 
FE lifetime, Tex 
Equilibrium density of FE, 
2°K 
4.2°K 
Pair density in the EHD n 
' 0 2°K 
4.2°K 
Initial EHD radius, RD(O) 
2°K 
4 . 2°K 
FE diffUsion length, lx 
Fill factor, FF 
Initial cloud radius, Rc(O) 
Values used 
in calculations 
for Fig. 7 
37 p sec 
7 ~sec 
2 JA m 
10 1-1 m 
0 . 8 mrn 
1.4 - 1.8 rmn 
Values found 
in the literature 
36 - 45 ~sec E R-T F 
6 - 8 ~ sec ( 7' a ) 
ll - 3 (b) 7 x 10 4cm_3 5 x 101 em 
(c) 
2 ~m ( 4) 
-10 fA m 
_1 mrn(l3,20) 
1 _ 2%(19,c ) 
1 - 2 mm(2,19) 
a. v. Marrello, T.C. McGill and J.W. Mayer, Phys . Rev. Bl3, 1607 (1976). 
b. G.A. Thomas, A. Frova, J.C . Hensel, R.E. Miller and P.A. Lee, Phys. 
Rev . Bl3, 1692 (1976) . 
c . J .M. Warlock, T. C. Damen, K.L. Shaklee and J.P. Gordon, Phys . Rev . 
Lett. 33, 771 (1974) . 
l 03 
however. First, different parameters can offset each other, e.g., re-
ducing the exciton diffusion length slows down the decays but this may 
be offset by increasing the equilibrium density of excitons which 
speeds up the decay. Second, light absorption experiments(19) have 
shown that exciton recombination current at the Ge surface is not 
negligibly small at 4.2°K. Thus, our model is qualitatively correct 
in that much essential physics has been retained, but it is difficult 
to get accurate quantitative results from our model. Figure 7(c) shows 
plots of Rc(t) corresponding to the cases shown in (a) and (b). At 
4.2° K, it is seen that the shrinking of the cloud of EHD's is as im-
portant as the shrinking of individual droplets in causing the decay 
in the droplet luminescence intensity. This collapse of the EHD cloud 
has been observed in temporally and spatially resolved absorption ex-
periments(l9). 
Our model also correctly describes the EHD decay at 2°K . At this 
lower temperature when the importance of exciton evaporation i s reduced, 
the EHD lifetime is the dominant factor in determining EHD luminescence 
intensity decay. At 2°K, R does not change noticeably with time 
c 
because n is so small that FE recombination current cannot affect 
ex 
EHD decay. 
Under the same excitation conditions, the initial cloud radius, 
initial fill factor and exciton diffusion length can be different in 
d . h b 1 o15 - 3 f . . t. s t. 1 pure Ge and Ge dope w1t a out em o 1mpur1 1es. pa 1a 
luminescence intensity scans show that the cloud of EHD's does not 
penetrate as deeply in lightly doped Ge as in pure Ge( 20 •21 ), so R (o) 
c 
104 
should be smaller in lightly doped Ge compared to pure Ge. This fact, 
coupled with the observation that the total luminescence intensity from 
pure and doped Ge does not differ significantly, implies a larger fill 
factor in doped Ge. Neutral impurity scattering of excitons can sig-
15 -3 nificantly alter the exciton diffusion length at the 10 em doping 
level. Figure 8{a) shows calculations for 4.2°K for various initial 
cloud radii, fill factors and exciton diffusion lengths. For curve 1, 
an initial radius of 0.5 mm was assumed and the fill factor has been 
increased to 10% in keeping with the greater confinement of the EHD's . 
The exciton diffusion length is sti ll ix=O.Smm.The decay is seen to be 
slower in this case compared to pure Ge (Figure 7{a)) but is st ill far 
from being exponential. 
= 2% and ~x = 0.016 mm. 
Curve 2 assumes R (o) = 0.5 mm, fill factor 
c 
Comparison of curves 1 and 2 shows the much 
greater importance of diffusion length over fill factor in slowing down 
the decay. Curve 3 incorporates all the expected changes for doped Ge 
with R (o) = 0.5 mm, t =0.016 mm, and a f ill factor of 10%. As can be C X 
seen from the figure, altering the parameters to those for doped Ge 
dramatically changes the decay curves, causing the luminescence 
transients to become nearly exponential for temperature as high as 
4.2° K. Excellent agreement with .the experimental data, shown as dots 
in Fig. 8(a), is obtained. It shou ld be noted that the value for 
exciton diffusion length in the doped material was determined through 
fitting the luminescence decays and has not been measured experimentally. 
Figure 8(b) shows the calculated decay curves for FE corresponding to 
the cases in Fig. 8{a). The decay time of the FE is contro ll ed by 
the evaporation of excitons from droplets and is, therefore, directly 
105 
Figure 8 
Results of calculations of the Model for 4 . 2°K . 
Curve 1: FE diffusion length 0 . 8 mm, fill factor = 10%. 
Curve 2 : FE diffusion length 0 . 016 mm, fill factor = 2% . 
Curve 3: FE diffusion length 0 . 016 mm, fill factor = 10%. 
Initial cloud radius for all three curves is 0 . 5 mm, all 
other parameters are the same as those for pure Ge given 
in the text . Experimental results of the luminescence 
intensity decay of the EHD in aGe sample with 4 x lM 1 ~As/cmP 
is shown as the dots . 
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related to the EIID lifetime. For the case corresponding to lightly 
doped Ge, curve 3, the FE decay is expected to be very slow compared 
to pure Ge. Figure 8(c) shows the calculated Rc(t) using the same 
parameters as those used for the corresponding curves in Figure 8(a) 
and (b). These curves illustrate clearly that reducing the diffusion 
length stops the escape of excitons from the cloud and the reduction 
of R with time. Merely increasing the fill factor as for curve 1 
c 
does not accomplish this and consequently the calcu l ated decay is 
much too fast compared to experiment. We emphasize that the evapora-
tion of excitons from droplet s must be shut off in order to account for 
the long decays observed for lightly doped Ge. 
The reduction of free exciton diffusion length in doped Ge implies 
a short exciton diffusion tail and, therefore, fewer excitons around 
each drop. Therefore, it is expected that the relative EHO to FE 
intensity should be small while EHO ' s are decaying. This reduction of 
FE intensity for doped Ge is observed experimentally. 
Our model predicts, as observed experimentally, that the decay 
of the EHO in lightly doped Ge at 2°K shou l d be determined by the life-
time of the EHO. 
v. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
We studied the time evolution of the EHO luminescence from pure 
and doped Ge using long surface-exc itation pulses. We found the time 
required for droplet luminescence intensity to reach a steady-state 
after excitation turn-on to be several tens of microseconds in both 
108 
pure and doped Ge. The long excitation pulses used in our experiment 
produced EHD decays in pure Ge which are much too slow to be explained 
by the independent-dropl et model extens ively used previously. In 
addition, it is shown that thi s independent-droplet model cannot 
account for the observed turn-off of the FE evaporation from EHD's 
in lightly doped Ge. 
A new model for the EHD luminescence intensity decay which takes 
into account both the existence of a cloud of droplets and exciton 
emission and capture by droplets is presented. This model explains 
qualitatively the experimental results. In the case of pure Ge 
at 4.2° K, evaporation from all the droplets in the cloud keeps the 
exciton density inside the cloud non-negligible after the excitation 
is turned off. This high exciton density causes the observed long EHD 
decay times at 4.2°K in pure Ge . Pump- power dependence of the decay 
time is a consequence of the different initial cloud radii generated 
by different pump powers. It is also shown that a reduction of the FE 
diffusion length in the lightly doped Ge can produce a large reduction 
of FE evaporation rate from droplets. 
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Chapter 4 
PROPERTIES OF THE EHD IN Ge DOUBLE INJECTION 
DIODES 
112 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Most of the studies of electron-hole-droplets in semiconductors 
(1) 
to date have been performed using optical excitation The optical 
radiation used has most often been provided by photons from lasers in 
the energy range such that most photons are absorbed within about 1000 
~ from the surface. The electron-hole pairs that are generated in this 
surface layer are driven further into the crystal by surface electric 
fields, density gradients, exciton wind or phonon wind. Thus, the con-
densation phenomenon often takes place in a reg ion of the semiconductor 
where the density of electron-hole pairs i s quite non-uniform. 
It is also possible to generate electron-hole pairs in an intrin-
sic semiconductor electrically. Thi s can be done by fabricating p- and 
n-contacts on an intrinsic crystal and biasing the resulting p-i-n 
diode so that electrons (holes) are injected into the intrinsic region 
through then- (p- ) contact (double injection). There are two reasons 
that this electrical means of generating electron-hole-droplets is 
important. First, in a p-i-n diode, electrons and holes are injected 
(2) 
with approximately uniform density into the intrinsic region This 
allows one to study electron-hole condensation in a nearl J homogeneous 
environment. Second, electrical excitation is more readily obtained 
than laser sources and possible practical uses of EHD's are likely to 
involve el ectrica l devices. 
To make injecting contacts work at liquid - He temperatures, the 
contacts must be degenerately doped. At the same time, in order not to 
contaminate the high-purity sample, only low temperature processes can 
(3- 5) 
be used. Marrello et ~· first developed methods for fabricating 
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double injection diodes and studied extensively the luminescence from 
these diodes. They found the spectra of optically and electrically 
excited Ge are different in many respects. 
In this chapter, we explore various possible causes of the dif-
ferences between el ectrically and optical l y excited spectra of Ge. We 
show that Li, introduced during device fabrication, is responsible for 
the observed differences. By properly choosing the device geometry so 
15 -3 
as to reduce Li contamination of the device to below about 10 em 
we were abl e to obtain very simi l ar spectra from Ge using either opti-
cal or electrical excitation. We conclude that EHD's can indeed be 
generated in Ge using electrica l double inj ection technique. 
This chapter is organized in t he following manner. In Section II, 
device fabrication procedure is described along with experimental 
details. The experimental results are presented in Section III. 
Section IV contains the summary and conclus i ons. 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL 
Electrical excitation of the EHD was first reported by Marello 
et al. who developed the methods for fabrication of double injection 
diodes. These fabrication procedures are described in detail in Ref. 
5. However, for completeness sake, the method will be briefly out-
lined here. High-purity Ge crystal slices were first prepared by 
lapping and etching. Then an Al film is evaporated on one face while 
Li, suspended in mineral oil, is painted on the opposite face of the 
Ge slices. The samples were heated at 350°C for about 30 minutes and 
then slowly cooled down. This procedure makes Li-diffused n+-contacts 
and Al-regrown p+-contacts on the Ge samples. The resulting device is 
appropriately called a p-i-n diode. To increase the current density 
for a given total device current, most of the Al contact is etched 
away, leaving only a mm2-sized Al mesa contact. Figure l(a) shows a 
schematic picture of such a mesa p-i -n diode. A typical separation 
between p- and n-contacts is 2 mm. 
The double injection diodes used in this study were fabricated in 
such a way as to minimize the Li contamination of the intrinsic region. 
This is done in two ways . First, the separation between the p~ and the 
n+-contacts is made to be - 4 mm, about twice the typical contact sepa-
ration distance of mesa p-i-n diodes. Second, instead of broad-area 
Li contact, Li is painted and diffused-in over a small area. Two 
device geometries were investigated: surface p-i-n and limited-area 
p-i-n. These devices are illustrated in Fig. l(b) and (c). The sur-
face p-i - n device consisted of two mesa type contacts, n+ and p+, on 
the same fac.e of a pure Ge slice. A 4~ mm spacing between the contacts 
11 5 
a) Mesa p-i-n 
b) Surface p-i-n 
c) Limited-area p-i-n 
Figure 1 
(a) Schematic representation of a mesa type p-i-n double i 11 jection 
device. 
(b) Schematic representation of surface type p-i-n double 
injection device. 
(c) Schematic representation of a 1 imi ted-area p-i-n double 
injection device. 
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made it possible to laser excite the region between the contacts, and 
hence, to compare directly electrical and optical excitation. The 
contact structure was formed by protecting the n~ and p~ contacts with 
black wax prior to a final etch with 3 parts HN03 to 1 part HF which 
removed about 100 ~m of the Ge surface. The limited-area p-i-n struc-
ture was produced by defining a n+ Li contact which had a limited-area 
of approximately the same size as the area of the p+ Al mesa contact. 
To allow a large flat area for thermal connection between the struc-
ture and the copper heat sink, the Li contact was recessed. The area 
of the Li diffusion was approximately 9 mm2 which is approximately the 
same size as the p+ contact. The contacts were separated by 4.4 mm. 
The experimental apparatus used to investigate the luminescence 
spectra of these diodes is the same as that described in Chapter 2 of 
this thesis. A voltage pulser is connected directly to the double 
injection diode to provide electrical excitation. 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
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In Fig. 2 we compare the luminescence spectra of laser-excited 
high-purity Ge and the mesa p- i-n. The laser-excited pure Ge spectrum 
i s shown in (b). This spectrum is similar to published, optically 
excited recombination spectra at 4.2°K (l} in that in this energy range 
it contains peaks due LA- and TO- phonon-assisted recombination of 
excitons and electron-hole pairs in the condensate. The width of the 
line associated with the condensate is 3.3 meV which gives a density of 
2.1Xlo17cm-3. The condensate line exhibited a well defined thres-
hold. That is, a threshold value of laser excitation was required to 
see the condensate line. Below the threshold value in laser excita-
tion, only the free exciton lines could be observed. A recombination 
spectrum from a p-i-n mesa structure is shown in Fig. 2(a). The spec-
trum shows the well known LA- and TO- phonon-assisted recombination 
lines from t he condensate. The line width of the LA-phonon-assisted 
line i s 2.5 meV whi ch corresponds to a density us ing the simple model 
of Pokrovskii of about 1.2Xlo17cm-3. 
This density is somewhat less than the density previously observed 
in optical excitation experiments on pure Ge (6). Al so , no FE lines 
were observed even at this very low current level. Further, the line 
shapes are noticeably different. The line shape obtained from the 
double injection mesa structure is slightly narrower, has its low 
energy edge shifted to slightly higher energy, and has its high energy 
edge shifted to slightly lower energy when compared with the condensate 
line from the pure material. Thi s narrowing of the line is reflected 
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in a lower density of 1.2Xlo17cm-3 as compared to 2.1Xlo17cm-3 ob-
tained from the laser excited spectrum. 
The results of the study on the effect of doping on the lumin-
escence spectrum of Ge strongly suggest that the mesa double injection 
devices are contaminated by impurities. There are two ways impurities 
could be introduced into these devices. First, Li diffusion is involved 
in the diode fabrication so that the n1esa diodes could contain signi-
ficant amounts of Li in the active volume. Second, temperature cycling 
during the fabrication could introduce unknown impurities into the 
diode. In addition, electrical excitation requires fields and currents 
in the active region of the device which may not be present in optical 
excitation. 
To test if temperature cycling is responsible for the dis-
similarities between the spectra, high-purity Ge was subjected to the 
same heat treatment cycle that was used in device fabrication. The 
spectrum from th i s heat treated sample when it was excited by laser 
excitation was identical to that obtained from the pure Ge which had 
not been heat treated. Hence, the temperature cycles used in device 
fabrication are not responsible for the dissimilarities between the 
spectra in Fig. 2. 
The influence of Li as the cause of the difference between elec-
trical excitation of a mesa p-i - n and laser excitation of pure Ge was 
investigated by examining the spectra from the surface and the limited-
area devices. As described in Sec. II, these devices were designed 
(see Fig. 1) so that minimal amounts of Li would be present in their 
active volumes. 
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Figure 3(a) shows the 4.2° K electrically excited spectrum from the 
surface p- i - n diode. Thi s spectrum exhibits peaks due to the LA- and 
TO- phonon-assisted recombination of free excitons and electron-hole 
pairs in the condensate. The width of line associated with the con-
densate is 3.3 meV which yields a density of 2.1Xlo17cm-3 in good 
agreement with that obtained by using laser excitation of pure Ge( 6). 
In contrast to results obtained by electrical excitation of a mesa 
type structure, this spectrum contains a well defined free-exciton 
peak. The intensity of the optical signal from this device was much 
less than that obtained from the mesa structure or from the optical 
excitation of pure Ge. The rather small signal to noise ratio pre-
eluded a systematic search for current threshold in observation of the 
condensate recombination line. To compare directly electrical and 
optical excitation, we have excited the region between the contacts of 
this same p-i-n surface structure with a GaAs laser. The recombination 
radiation spectrum obtained in this fashion is shown in Fig. 3(b). The 
linewidth of the condensate line is 3.3 meV, again giving a density of 
about 2.1Xlo17cm-3. The spectral features of the spectrum in Fig. 3(b) 
are very similar to those of Fig . 3(a). This fact again indicates the 
similarity between the results obtained by optical excitation and 
double injection. 
Finally, in Fig. 4 the recombination spectrum from a limited- area 
p- i-n structure using electrical injection is shown. The spectrum 
exhibits lines due to the LA- and TO- phonon assisted recombination 
from free excitons and electron-hole pairs in the condensate. The line-
width of the condensate line is about 3.3 meV which yields a density of 
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Figure 3 
( a ) Recombination spectrum from a surface p- i - n 
double injection structure . The sample was 
exci ted by illuminating the area between the 
p+- and n+- contacts . The laser power, 
uncorrected for reflection l oss at t he 
sample surface , was approximately 2 . 3 W. 
(b) Recombination spectrum from a surface p-i-n, 
Ge doubl .e injection device . The device was 
excited by passing a current between the 
contacts. 
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about 2.1Xlo17cm-3 in good agreement with that found in laser excita-
tion of pure Ge( 6}. The spectrum is qualitatively similar to that 
observed in the laser excitation from pure material and electrical 
injection in the surface p-i-n structure. 
Although the features of the recombination spectra are similar 
we have noted some differences in the intensity of the recombination 
radiation between optically excited and double injection structures. 
In the surface and limited-area p-i-n structures, the signal to noise 
ratio as well as the ratio of condensate to exciton intensities are 
lower than in laser excited samples. These differences can be explained 
by the difference in the excitation level produced by the two methods of 
excitation. In the electrical excitation case, the injected density of 
carriers can be estimated from 
J = ne].JE (1) 
where J is the current density in the device, e is the electronic 
charge, J.J is the sum of electron and hole mobilities, and E is the 
electric field in the device. From a typical device current of 300 mA 
and the contact area of about 4 mm2 we estimate J to be 5 A/cm2. The 
value of J.J at 4.2°K for pure Ge is about 6Xl06cm2;v-sec( 7). We take E 
to be 1 V/cm( 8}. Thus, we estimate the injected pair density to be on 
the order of lo11 cm- 3. The intrinsic region uf the crystal could be 
contaminated by as much as lo15cm-3 of Li. Contamination of this level 
could reduce the mobility by as much as 100 and increase n by the same 
factor(9)_ In the optical excitation case, we can calculate the number 
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of photons absorbed per laser pulse to be about 1013 . The volume oc-
cupied by the excited carriers can be estimated from the results of 
spatially-resolved infrared absorption measurements(lO) to be about 
1 mm3. The pair density generated in the optical excitation experiments 
is estimated to be on the order of lo15cm-3 ; and this value is much 
larger than that estimated for the double injection diodes. At lower 
optical excitation levels than that employed in the present experiment, 
one would expect to obtain spectra identical to those in Figs. 3{b) and 
4. It should be noted, however, that at higher temperatures than 4.2°K, 
bound-exciton luminescence line is seen in both the surface and the 
limited-area p-i-n diodes. The existence of the bound-exciton line is 
an indication that the Li concentration in the active volume of these 
two devices may be as high as lo15cm-3. 
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this chapter we have examined possible causes of the dis-
similarities between the recombination spectra from electrically 
excited mesa type p-i-n diodes and laser excited high-purity Ge. We 
produced spectra via electrical excitation from structures fabricated 
to minimize the amount of Li in the device and compared these spectra 
with those obtained by laser excitation of Li doped and high-purity Ge. 
The spectral features in the recombination spectra from current 
injection in low Li content devices were found to be the same as those 
from laser excitation of high-purity Ge. On the other hand, electrical 
excitation of mesa type Ge p- i-n structures and laser excitation of 
Li-doped Ge produced similar spectra. We conclude that the features 
of the recombination spectrum of the el ectron-hole condensate do not 
depend on the method of excitation but on the impurity of the Ge. We 
have demonstrated that it is possible to generate EHD's in Ge electri-
cally by using double injection technique. 
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Chapter 5 
RATIO OF LA- TO TO- PHONON - ASSISTED LUMINESCENCE 
INTENSITIES FROM TilE EXCI'I'ON AND EHD IN Ge 
129 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In a pure,indirect band-gap semiconductor, radiative recombi-
nation of electron-hole pairs must be assisted by phonons. These 
phonons are required for conservation of ~rystal momentum. 
Since it is possible for severa l phonons with different energies to 
supply the same amount of crystal momentum, recombination of electron-
hole pairs can produce severa l replicated lines in different spectral 
ranges( 1). The low-temperature l uminescence spectra of Ge, Si, and 
GaP have features due to exciton recombination and recombination of 
pairs in the electron-hole-droplet (EHD) with the assistance of dif-
ferent phonons. In Table I the different phonons that l ead to the 
major lines forGe, Si, and GaP are listed along with the energies of 
these phonons. 
The intrinsic linewidths of the EHD luminescence line forGe, Si 
and GaP are also listed in Table I. ForGe, the difference in energy 
between the phonons is much larger than the EHD linewidth. Thus, each 
phonon-replica of the EHD line can be fitted accurately to the theore-
tical line shape. This line-fitting procedure has been shown to be a 
convenient method for the determination of the electron-hole pair 
density, work function and the Fermi-liquid parameters of the EHD in 
Ge ( 2). 
In Si and GaP, the several phonon-replicas of the EHD line are 
separated in energy by amounts sma ll er than the intrinsic EHD linewidth. 
Wi t hout a knowledge of the intensity ratios for the various phonon-
replicas . of the EHD-line, it is impossible to accurately determine the 
EHD parameters from the luminescence line shape of the EHD. 
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In contrast to the EHD lines, the width of the exciton (FE) lines 
are considerably narrower. This is because the FE linewidth is caused 
by the thermal motion of the FE's and is of the order of kT or 0.086 
T(°K) mev(3,4). The various phonon-assisted FE lines are easily 
resolvable from each other and their relative intensity ratios can be 
easily determined. 
In this chapter, we report the results of an experimental deter-
mination of the ratio of the total integrated-intensities of the TO- to 
LA-phonon-assisted lines of the FE and the EHD as functions of tem-
perature forGe. (These ratios for the FE and the EHD will henceforth 
be denoted by yE andyEHD' respectively.) We verify the theoretical 
prediction of Smith and McGill(S) that yEHD i s independent of tem-
perature and is equal to the value of YE in the high temperature limit. 
Thus, in semiconductors such as Si and GaP, one can use yE(T) to deter-
mine yEHD and perform accurate line fits of the EHD spectra . 
II. THEORY 
The theory of Smith and McGil l(S) for the temperature dependence of 
YE is based on the ground state splitting of the exciton(6,7) combined 
with the differences in the phonon emission rates for the two exciton 
states . Since the exciton binding energy in Ge i s only about 4 mev(8), 
an examination of the band structure of Ge shows that the ground state 
wavefunction of the exciton is largely an admixture of electronic states 
(L1) near the conduction band minimum and hole states { r;) near the 
valence band maximum. Since the conduction band minimum is anisotropic, 
the electronic charge density of an exciton i s spatial ly anisotropic. 
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This anisotropic electron charge density causes the exciton ground 
state to split. Figure l(a) schematically illustrates the electron and 
hole charge densities in real space for the two exciton ground states 
in Ge. In one of these two states,the hole charge density has the 
symmetry of Ei~+i;F which is a mixture of the four r~ states. This 
state takes maximum advantage of the electron-hole Coulomb interaction 
to reduce the total energy of the state. In contrast, the hole charge 
density in the other of the two exciton ground states has the symmetry 
i~ and this state is less tightly bound than the state labelled by 
Ei~+i;FK The relative probability of the occupation of these two 
exciton states is proportional to a thermal occupation factor, e-~b/kqI 
where ~b is the difference in energy between the two states. Figure 
l(b) shows a high-resolution spectrum of the FE in Ge. In this spec-
trum, the presence of the two split ground states of the FE can be 
clearly seen. Usually, however, the two FE states cannot be resolved so 
that one observes only a single peak for each phonon-assisted FE line. 
In this latter case, yE(T) is given by 
y (T) 
E 
-~b/kq 
= RTo + rTO e 
-~b/kq 
RLA + r LA e 
( 1 ) 
where RTO (RLA) and rTO (rLA) are the rates for photon emission via TO-
(LA-) phonon emission for the more tightly bound state and the less 
tightly bound state, respectively. 
As illustrated in Figure 2, the two most likely recombination paths 
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Figure l 
( a ) Schematic illustration of the charge densities in real 
space of an electron and a hole bound in an exciton. 
(b) Free-exciton recombination spectrum of pure Ge showing 
the presence of both the upper (L6) and the l ower (L4 + L5) excitons. 
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Schematic diagram of the two recombination processes in Ge. The 
splitting of the exciton ground state is shown in the hole band 
where the 4-fold degeneracy of the 1-a+ states is split into two 
2- fold degenerate states (L4+ + L5+) and L6+ which are labeled 
according to the irreducible representations of the group of K 
for K at L. 
in Ge are: (1) The el ectron emits a phonon and makes a transition from 
I 
the L1 state in the conduction band to ther 2 state in the conduction 
band and then recombines with a hole in either the Ei~+i~F state in the 
case of the more tightly bound exciton or the i~ state in the case of 
the less tightly bound exciton. This process is allowed for LA-phonon 
emission only(l). (2) The hole in either Ei~+i~For i~ emits a phonon 
and makes a transition to L3 ; it then recombines with the electron at 
L1 emitting a photon. This process is allowed for LA- and ql-phonon s ~lF 
The matrix elements for the rates RTO' RLA' rTO and rLA are calcu-
lated using second-order perturbation theory. For example, the ampli-
tude for rTO is 
(2) 
while the amplitude for rLA has two contributions: 
(3a) 
and 
(3b) 
In Eqns. {2) and (3), Pis the momentum operator, HTO and HLA are, 
ep ep 
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respectively, the TO- and LA- part of the electron-phonon interaction 
Hamiltonian, and AEc and AEv are the energy differences between the L-
and r-points in the conduction band and valence band, respectively. 
Neither the electron-phonon interaction Hamiltonian nor the momentum 
operator couple spins, so the matrix elements for the rates, such as 
those in Eqn. (2) and (3), may be simplified by decomposing the 
electron and hole wavefunctions into spatial and spin parts by using 
Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. Thus, yE(T) may be reduced to the form(S) 
2 -AE/kT 
Y (T) = _23 IBI2 3 + (1 + 2IAI ) e E 3(l+C)2 + (2+(l+C)2)e-AE/kT (4) 
where A, B and C in terms of the reduced matrix elements(9) are 
( 5) 
( 6) 
( 7) 
In absorption, the exciton states are the final states so that 
no thermal occupation factor needs to be cons idered. The intensity 
ratio yA i s given by 
_ RTO + rTO 
y - - ----A 
RLA rLA 
(8) 
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and is independent of temperature. For high temperatures suc h that 
kT >> ~bK we have that yE{T) approaches yA. 
In an EHD, each hole is corre l ated with many electrons so that 
each hole sees a symmetric charge density and the hole states are not 
split, i.e., ~ = 0. As a result, the ratio of EHD emission intensities, 
yEHD' should be equal to the high temperature limit of the exciton emis-
sion intensity ratio (or equivalently the absorption ratio) . Thus, we 
should have 
(9) 
Hammond et ~· (lO) have shown that in Si yE(T) has the form given 
by Eqn. (1). (In Si, the relevant phonons are the TO- and LO-phonons . ) 
In addition, they have shown that YE(T) does approach at high tempera-
tures the value of y as determined by earlier investigators. For A 
reasons mentioned earlier, however, they could not verify the important, 
second equality in Eqn. (9). 
III. EXPERIMENTAL 
The luminescence data were taken using high- purity Ge with net im-
purity concentration kM-kA~Oulo1Mcm-P K The spectra were obtained in the 
manner described in detail in Chapter 2. The spectra were independent 
of laser power and hence showed no evidence of heating. At t emperatures 
less than 6.5°K, the exciton spectra were taken at excitation levels be-
low the threshold for droplet formation. Since the lines are well separ-
ated in Ge, the relative integrated-intensities of the TO- and LA-emis-
sion lines were easily determined . 
IV . EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
The experimental values of the ratio for the exciton and EHD are 
~P9 
shown in Figure 3. The experimental values of the ratio for the 
exciton show a temperature dependence as expected from the above dis-
cussion. On the other hand, the ratio for EIID shows no temperature 
dependence within experimental error. Further, the high temperature 
value of exciton ratio is found to approach the ratio for the EHD. 
The results for exciton ratio predicted by Eqn. (4) are also shown 
in Figure 3. The parameters ~b and C were taken from previous experi-
mental investigations of Ge. The energy splitting ~b has been measured 
using a number of different experimental techniques and values between 
0.7 meV and 1.1 meV have been reported( 7•8 •11 -1 3). We use the most re-
cent result obtained by Frova et ~EUF using wavelength-modulated ab-
sorption E ~b=lKll meV). However, our result is not very sensitive to 
small changes in ~b and an equally good fit can be attained if one of 
the other measured values of ~b is used. The parameter C can be deter-
mined from the relative oscillator strengths of the LA-phonon assisted 
(L++L+) and L+ exciton absorption measured by Frova et ~EU F (C=0.25). 
4 5 6 
The values of the parameters A and B have not previously been measured 
and were taken to produce the best agreement between theory and experi-
ment. (The parameter A could be determined from the relative oscilla-
tor strenghts of the TO-phonon assisted (L++L+) and L+ exciton absorp-
4 5 6 
tion.) The values of A and B which produced the best fit were 0.52 and 
0.45, respectively. The agreement between the theoretical and experi-
mental values of yE(T) is quite good as illustrated in Figure 3. 
We have also plotted the high temperature limit of Eqn. (4) for 
the same parameters used for the exciton ratio. The comparison between 
Lhis high temperature limit and the observed ratio for the EHD is given 
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Figure 3 
30 
The ratio of TO- to LA-phonon assisted exciton and EHD emission as 
as a function of temperature. The experimental data labeled by (1) are 
for free exciton emission and the data labeled by (&) are for EHD 
emission. Representative error bars are shown on some of the data 
points. The theoretical curves are obtained by taking 6E = 1.01 meV, 
A= 0.52, B = 0.45, and C = 0.25 (see Eqs. (4) and (9 )). 
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in Figure 3. The agreement is well within the experimental error. 
V. CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, a temperature dependence of the TO- to LA-phonon 
assisted luminescence intensities in Ge has been systematically inves-
tigated and explained. This effect should be distinguished from the 
well understood temperature dependence in the intensity ratio of for-
bidden to allowed transitions (e.g., TA/LA in Ge)(l,l 4). The EHD 
intensity ratio for allowed phonon processes has been explicitly shown 
to equal the high temperature limit of the corresponding exciton 
emission ratio. Therefore, in semiconductors where it is impossible 
to determine yEHD directly, one can use either yE(T) or yA to deter-
mine yEHD' The correct value of yEHD should be used in attempting to 
determine parameters for the EHO from its luminescence line. 
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